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FIRST WORD
In the current SA discourse there are terms commonly used that
affect the role and governance of pension funds. A big help would
be clarity and consensus on their meanings, especially as emerging
markets fall from the favour of international investors.
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FIRST WORD
Talking in tongues
The start of a constructive conversation requires agreement
on the meanings of terms. In SA, where the need is paramount,
they’re frustratingly elusive.

T

he words that we South Africans
commonly use convolute our own discourse.
As if it weren’t already sufficiently complex,
different meanings are intended and interpreted
by different users depending on circumstance
and audience. Clarity is reduced to confusion,
contention to cliché. Such is the consequence
of propagandistic heat, perverting a dialogue
supposedly intended to promote consensus.
Even so basic a term as transformation can have
good or bad connotations. Make your choice, from
where you sit, between SA being “transformed”
from an apartheid to a non-racial society or to
one where demographic representation is an
institutionalised objective. The former contradicts
the latter.
Allied to it is black economic empowerment
itself. For illustration, focus on the ownership
aspects as they apply under the all-important
scorecards of the mining and financial sectors.
In dispute is whether a company, having
concluded a BEE transaction that elevates its points
to a required level, will retain this level once the

BEE beneficiaries sell their shares. To discriminate
or not to discriminate between shareholders?
To restrict them from selling is to restrict them
from realising their capital. To allow unrestricted
sales, should the “once empowered, always
empowered” principle not apply, would be to force
one BEE transaction after another.
With each transaction will necessarily
come further dilution of existing shareholders,
substantially including foreign investors and local
pension funds; no matter that SA is perpetually
in pursuit of foreign investment as well as better
retirement outcomes for members of pension funds.
No matter, either, that many millions in the latter
category are black.
The qualification to BEE is that schemes be
broad-based, similarly lending itself to confusion.
Some BEE schemes are more broadly based than
others. Some beneficiaries fare much better than
others. Schemes rely on the subjectivity of selection
which is inherently inequitable.
Much as they dispense largesse, and foster
participation in the mainstream economy, they

?

black economic empowerment

sustainability

transformation

unemployment
reconciliation

social

governance

poverty

environmental

inequality

also stimulate inequalities between categories of
beneficiaries and between beneficiaries of any
scheme against the many millions of people who
aren’t beneficiaries of any scheme at all.
As fundamentally, take the evil triplets of
inequality, unemployment and poverty. The
terms, implicitly resonating with moral opprobrium
and social dislocation, are highly emotive. In
reality, though, their levels are relative and their
computations argumentative e.g. whether inequality
includes the masses of unemployed and whether
poverty includes the impact of social grants.
In any market economy – let’s not go there for
purposes of present discussion – the triplets are
unavoidable. The question is therefore not on how
they can be eliminated but on how, step by step,
they might respectively be reduced to levels at
which SA can reasonably live.
Goals are obscured by rhetoric. Ditto timescales
and targets. All the while, the horizons of the
National Development Plan become increasingly
distant in much the same way that reconciliation
has faded from the lexicon except in Mandela
tributes. The contradictions are between postures
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and policies, between what’s being understood and
what’s being shaped.
Equally, and specific to pension funds that
should be potent catalysts for transformational
change, are attempts to suffuse environmental,
social and governance (ESG) criteria into the
investment mainstream. Trustees, in the first line of
responsibility, are obliged by regulation merely to
consider these factors. Once considered, then what?
ESG goes to the heart of sustainability. This is
not a do-good flowery concept because it essentially
offers a means for investors to understand risk and,
going a little deeper, to help protect them from
downside. Yet it would be sanguine but fanciful to
believe that there are sufficient numbers of trustees
with much more than a conversational grasp of the
E, the S and/or the G – let alone the will or capacity
to interrogate them in investee companies – for
ESG’s theoretical thrust to gain practical traction.
With trustees befuddled, the monitoring function
is largely outsourced to the domain of asset managers
and consultants. They’re left to deal with ESG as
enthusiastically or perfunctorily as they choose or
as their clients demand, assuming they demand
anything beyond short-term financial performance.
Finally, there’s our much-lauded democracy.
On the one hand is the venerated Constitution.
On the other is an approach of winner-takes-all,
beginning with the way that the President is elected
(effectively by delegates to a party conference) and
continuing into ways that presidential powers are
exercised (notably in respect of checks and balances,
transparency and accountability e.g. in the manner
of state appointments and attitude to the Public
Protector).
Now connect the dots of these randomlyselected examples. They’re intended to integrate an
overarching concern to stimulate SA’s environment
for savings and investment, kicking off with a plea
to agree on what we’re talking about. Pressure
is heightened by the disfavour into which many
emerging markets have fallen.
n
Allan Greenblo,
Editorial Director
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SURPLUS STRIPS

Wynne-Jones
wins
Another prosecution for the ‘Ghavalas option’ bites the dust.
From the once-long list, there hasn’t been a single
conviction and only one trial still remains.

S

o much hoopla over so many years. So many
allegations in so many headlines. What’s to
show for them? No jail time. Not a single
conviction, unless one is eventually secured against
the indefatigable Simon Nash, for
purported frauds running into around
R1bn over the stripping of surpluses
from a host of defined-benefit
retirement funds.
Now that charges against employeebenefits consultant Aubrey WynneJones and his company have been
dropped, the Financial Services Board
and lawyer Tony Mostert (curator of
the funds that had adopted schemes
initiated by erstwhile merchant banker
Peter Ghavalas) might have their knickers in a knot.
They’re within their rights to believe that the
National Prosecuting Authority was incompetent. For
its part, the NPA might simply have concluded that
the chances of successful prosecution were close to
zero.
Unless charges are reinstated, Wynne-Jones is

home free; free to pop the champagne but also to lick
his wounds.
Almost 10 years ago, he was subjected to a highprofile arrest. Since then, to the detriment of his
business – which had to be sold – he
spent literally hundreds of hours with
teams of lawyers preparing to defend
criminal and civil cases. Aside from his
own time, he reckons that legal fees for
the criminal case alone have cost him
some R5m and the civil case (covered
by insurance, fortunately for him)
about R3,2m.
There was also the loss of profits
and income as well as the fire sale of
his company and the rushed sale of a
Houghton office building. Total prejudice he puts at
R35m-R40m. It’s too soon to say whether he’ll launch
any civil claims for recompense.
In preparing for the trials, Wynne-Jones compiled
databases (see tables) that include curator and
legal fees, parties accused and respective outcomes,
surpluses claimed and amounts recovered.

Although home
free, his direct
or indirect
costs amount
to many millions
of rand.
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AMOUNTS SUED FOR AND SETTLEMENTS
Name*

Amount sued for Amount settled

Date settled Plea bargain?

Alex Forbes
R937 000 000.00 R325 000 000.00
Feb 10
		
R75 000 000.00 paid 		
		
by AF & balance by		
		insurers

Other

Yes
No admission of
guilt

Dixon Seager (see Lucas) ?
?
?
?
					
					

FD of Lucas arrested
with Martin & WynnJones. No charges

Ghavalas

Unknown. Earned R18 500 000.00
Feb 09
Yes
R65.2m
R6 000 000.00 fine			
		
suspended for 6 years			
		
(never paid) 15 years			
		
jail (suspended)			
					

Deal meant he kept
some R6.4m with
state approval (plus of
course an additional
R40m making
R46 618 506.00 in all)

Jacques Malan
?
?
?
?
					
					
					
					

Charges withdrawn
plus R100 000.00 bail
refunded 2008/9. He
was paid R100 000.00
commission

Picard

Unknown

R31 000 000.00

Aug 08

Yes

Lifecare Company

N/A

R60m

May 08

N/A

Lifecare Pension Fund

N/A

R27 600 000.00

May 08

N/A

Lucas SA Pension Fund

?

R14 900 000.00

?

?

Martin (AF)

N/A

–

Oct 13

No

McEvoy
R2 450 000.00
		

R1 000 000.00 (41%)
5 years jail (suspended)

Feb 10

Yes

Mitchell Cotts

R45 000 000.00		

R188 000 000.00

Charges withdrawn

Yes

Nightingale (Datakor)
N/A
N/A
N/A
				

Asked to plea
& refused

Arrested & charges
withdrawn 2008

Nash

Ongoing

N/A

Pettitt (Datakor)
R2 450 000.00
		

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

R1 000 000.00 (41%)
5 years jail (suspended)

Feb 10

Yes

Sanlam
R700 000 000.00 R106 000 000.00
			

Dec 06
No
Sep 10		

No admission of
guilt

Somerville (Lifecare)
N/A
R1 200 000.00
Dec 13
Yes
					

Guilty of
“negligence”

Van Hees (AF)
N/A
N/A
N/A
State witness
					

Arrested, charges
withdrawn

Wynne-Jones

Charges withdrawn

N/A

–

23 Oct 15

No

* “Name” represents an individual person, a fund administrator or a retirement fund as the case may be.
“AF” stands for Alexander Forbes.
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Largest of the latter were the noguilt settlements by the curator with
Alexander Forbes and Sanlam, possibly
facilitated by their awareness of the
FSB’s power to withdraw retirementfund administration licences. Several
other accused opted for plea bargains in
preference to the expense and stress of
trials. Notable beneficiary of the whole
palaver was Ghavalas himself.
Some of Wynne-Jones’ data is
incomplete and some is a little dated.
Some might be a little inaccurate. They
nevertheless provide a broad picture that
isn’t pretty for anybody affected by the
wholesale mess.
Now to see what happens with sole
defendant Nash in one of the longest of
long-running trials.
n

GHAVALAS OPTION FINANCIAL BREAKDOWN
Supplied by FSB, up to November 2011
Fund

Surpplus

Recovered

Curator

Legal fees

Date Cur

Basis

Mitchell Cotts

R23 600 000.00

R152 705 668.00

R23 768 487.00

R8 823 377.00

15 Mar 05

Norm until liquidation

Datakor PF
R70 000 000.00
R261 565 049.00
R59 187 055.00
R8 318 544.00
21 Apr 05
25% up till R140m then
						16.66%
Datakor Ret Fund
see Datakor PF
R27 174 361.00
R6 141 947.00
R1 049 880.00
21 Apr 05
25% up to R140m then
						16.66%
Cortech PF
see Datakor PF
R70 161 919.00
R15 902 896.00
R15 902 896
21 Apr 05
25% up to R140m then
						16.66%
Picbel Groep

R28 800 000.00

R97 008 640.00

R12 770 398.00

R6 985 701.00

01 Jun 05

Norm until liquidation

Lucas SA PF

R14 900 000.00

R94 226 673.00

R19 257 902.00

R6 459 690.00

14 Feb 06

Norm until liquidation

Powerpack PF

R41 800 000.00

R106 886 022.00

R23 895 371.00

R4 676 638.00

04 Oct 06

Norm until liquidation

Prestolite		

R13 979 907.00

R3 974 108.00

R20 986.00

14 Feb 06

Norm until liquidation

Sable Ind PF

R122 010 365.00

R23 651 656.00

R7 215 244.00

20 Apr 06

Various

22 Dec 10

Capped at R320 000 pm

R36 000 000.00

Cadac PF					
TOTAL

R215 100 000.00

R945 718 604.00

R188 549 820.00 R59 452 956.00

INVEST WHERE THE
FUND MANAGERS INVEST
At Old Mutual Investment Group, our fund managers have a lot in common with you.
They’ve got dreams and aspirations, and they want to grow their wealth. They do this by investing their own
money alongside yours into the funds they manage. Funds like the Old Mutual Balanced Fund, which has
delivered returns of 6.8% above inflation over the past 20 years.

Speak to an Old Mutual financial adviser or your broker about investing
alongside our fund managers, or call 0860 INVEST (468378).
www.oldmutualinvest.com/asinvested

SA Multi-Asset High Equity Category. Source: Morningstar as at 30 September 2015. Inception Date: 1 March 1994. Old Mutual Investment Group (Pty) Limited (Reg No 1993/003023/07) is a licensed financial services
provider, FSP 604, approved by the Registrar of Financial Services Providers (www.fsb.co.za) to provide intermediary services and advice in terms of the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act 37 of 2002. Old
Mutual Unit Trust Managers (RF)(Pty)Ltd (OMUT) is a registered manager in terms of the Collective Investment Schemes Control Act 45 of 2002. The fund fees and costs that we charge for managing your investment are accessible
on the fund’s Minimum Disclosure Document (MDD) or Table of fees and charges, both available on our public website, or from our contact centre. Some funds hold assets in foreign countries and therefore may have risks
regarding liquidity, the repatriation of funds, political and macro-economic situations, foreign exchange, tax, settlement, and the availability of information. Please contact us for risks specific to each country. The Net Asset Value
to Net Asset Value figures are used for the performance calculations. The performance quoted is for a lump sum investment and in respect of the Old Mutual Balanced fund. The performance includes income distributions prior
to the deduction of taxes and distributions are reinvested on the ex-dividend date. Actual performance may differ as a result of actual initial fees, the actual investment date, the date of reinvestment and dividend withholding
tax. Past performance is not a guide to future performance. Annualised returns are the weighted average compound growth rate over the performance period measured. The actual highest, average and lowest 12-month
return figures since inception to 30 September 2015 are 45.5% (highest), 14.3% (average) and -23.2% (lowest). Old Mutual is a member of the Association of Savings & Investment South Africa (ASISA). Market fluctuations
and changes in rates of exchange or taxation may have an effect on the value, price or income of investments. Since the performance of financial markets fluctuates, an investor may not get back the full amount invested.
FCB10018164JB/E
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RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT 1

Reach for
the stars
UN-backed international report lays it on thick for ESG.
SA features prominently.

S

A, bless its heart, has laws intended to
prevent armed robberies and jumping traffic
lights. Their efficacy depends on forceful
implementation. Similarly, SA has a plethora
of requirements to promote compliance with
environmental, social and governance (ESG) criteria
in corporate behaviour and investment management.
Their efficacy begins with robust interrogation.
Unless there’s effective policing, neither can make
much headway.
As matters stand, pension funds are subject to
the Regulation 28 which requires them to consider
ESG in making investment decisions, and under
circular PF 130 of the Financial Services Board to
compile investment-policy statements. Merely to
“consider” ESG, usually delegated by fund trustees
to consultants, is insufficient so long as carrots aren’t
accompanied by sticks.
But compulsion, which must necessarily be
backed by regulatory guidance that’s so far obscure,
requires resources for research: on the part of the
FSB to monitor compliance and to intervene when its
evaded; on the part of trustees to know what they’re
supposed to do, and risk being smacked when they

don’t; and on the part of asset managers as well as
consultants who either carry the costs themselves or
agree with trustees that at least portions be passed
back to the funds (i.e. to fund members who might
take some convincing, if they’re to be consulted at all).

T

he recently-released Fiduciary Duty in the
21st Century report – produced by the United
Nations Global Compact, amongst others, and
launched in SA during October – makes no bones
about it. Predictably countering the contention
that ‘responsible investment’ conflicts rather than
complements the fiduciary duty to deliver financial
returns, its country report for SA makes key
recommendations. They are that the FSB should:
u Clarify that compliance with the requirements
of Reg 28, particularly those relating to ESG
issues, should be seen as an integral part of
fiduciary duties imposed by the Pension Funds
Act;
u Clarify that responsible investment includes ESG
integration, engagement, voting and public-policy
engagement;
u Explicitly address ESG-related competence,
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expertise and skills in forthcoming guidance on
pension-board education;
u Require asset owners (pension funds) to
prepare a public, annual report describing how
they have integrated responsible investment into

11

their investment-policy statements, practices
and processes, and their investment-manager
selection, appointment and monitoring processes.

CHECKLIST CHALLENGE

I

t’s asking for a lot, for a
giant leap forward from
nice-to-have aspiration
to the nitty-gritty of
application. Arguably, asset
managers and consultants
push it with greater
vigour than many trustees
who carry the fiduciary
duty for the longer-term
‘sustainability’ of their own
investments. Put differently,
it’s for pension funds to be
more active owners of the
companies where they’re
invested and to assert their
rights as shareholders as
a potent force for ESG
improvements.
The report goes further.
It refers to the Code for
Responsible Investing in
SA – a voluntary code for
providers and allocators
of capital, like the King
recommendations for
companies, signed by most
asset managers but few
pension funds. Its proposal
is that the CRISA committee
“should strengthen oversight
of the code by conducting
more detailed analysis of
current practice, analysing
the investment and other
outcomes that arise from the
code”.
All very well. All that’s
needed for progress are
commitment and resources.
From whom?
n
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THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

Radley . . . essential
priority

KINGJAMES 34615

the nine-to-fiver

the decider

An umbrella fund won’t work for everyone.
Unless it’s ours.
As thought leaders in retirement solutions, we believe that
an umbrella fund shouldn’t mean an umbrella approach.
Which is why our new-generation Sanlam Umbrella Fund
has been designed to provide retirement security, compliance,
cost savings and bespoke investment opportunities to meet
the needs of every employee and enable them to make
better retirement choices. Call us on 011 778 6660 or visit
sanlam.co.za for more information.
Sanlam is a Licensed Financial Services Provider.
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RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT 2

Change in the climate
Pension funds and their asset managers are in the front line for appropriate
behavioural responses. Seeing will be believing.

T

he respite for the silent majority, who’d
tended to treat investment matters of ESG
(environmental, social and governance) as
peripheral, has come to a clunking halt. Cabinet has
now, after five years of consultation, published for
comment a draft bill that will impose a tax on polluters.
Denialism is rendered irrelevant.
The tax, National Treasury explains, seeks to
price carbon “by obliging the polluter to internalise
the external costs of emitting carbon and contribute
towards addressing the harm caused by such pollution”.
Effects will differ from company to company; the
greater the carbon emissions the heavier the tax.
Investors had better sharpen their pencils and focus
their minds.
There can be no downplaying the impact of
government actions to counter the effects of climate
change, both directly in affecting the profitability of
companies through a targeted tax and also consequently
on investment returns significantly for pension funds.
The advantageous flip side would be incentives for
green initiatives.
Take a leaf from the UK where 19% of FTSE
100 companies (a higher percentage in the JSE’s top
companies) are in the natural resources and extraction
industries. Bank of England governor Mark Carney
recently took the unusual step of warning that these
companies could be left “stranded” by tougher rules to

Rea . . . outspoken
curb climate change.
He gave notice that the exposure of investors to these
shifts is potentially huge: “The challenges currently
posed by climate change pale in significance compared
with what might come. Once climate change becomes
a defining issue for financial stability, it may already be
too late”.
Climate change fits narrowly into one aspect of the
ESG matrix but it pervades the “sustainability” whole;
through companies’ socially-responsible investment
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(SRI) practices to boards’ governance over them
and stakeholders monitoring of them. The logic for
proactive intervention by asset managers and owners,
particularly insurance companies and pension funds, is
no longer for esoteric debate. It must be recognised and
implemented as integral to fiduciary duty.
Enter the newly-launched JSE/FTSE responsibleinvestment index series. Says the JSE: “It offers an
objective methodology that further promotes the aims
of stimulating greater transparency by corporates on
ESG considerations and enabling them to integrate
these considerations into investment and stewardship.”
Will it? So far, responses range from the cautiously
favourable to the outright sceptical. Vociferous in the
latter category is Michael Rea. For analysis, depth and
comparison of hard ESG data, the annual report of
his Integrated Reporting & Assurance Services is in a
league of its own (TT Sept-Nov).
More than 11 years since birth of the first SRI index
series by the JSE, he reckons that that it still can’t seem
to figure out how to reach investors at the level of their
specific needs: “That index was on too few radar screens
to make it meaningful, and nobody is doing what needs
to be done to change this sentiment.” On the new index,
he argues:
u Quantitative ESG tracking (as opposed to the
predominantly qualitative tracking of the old SRI
index) holds the potential to advance responsible
investment. But by cutting back on the population
sample to only the largest 83 companies by
market capitalisation, the JSE has pretty much
disincentivised the other listed companies from
paying attention to ESG matters;
u Because companies knew that the JSE was paying
attention on the old index, some such as Illovo Sugar
had significantly improved their ESG reporting.
Based purely on market cap, however, Illovo Sugar
has been excluded and relative laggard Tongaat
Hulett included on the new index. Smaller-cap
companies might revert to poorer reporting;
u FTSE has stated that it is not in a position to
compare companies by actual performance but
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only measure them by what it can find in response
to its indicators. For instance, it suggests that the
Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate cannot be used to
assess the safety performance of companies because
“it is not comparable between companies”. However,
ignoring that a standard definition of LTIFR does
exist for all industries, it will look only at the
number or rate of fatalities. If the only thing worth
measuring is deaths, it’s a horrible benchmark for
“sustainability”. The goal of safety measurement and
monitoring is to avoid work-related deaths. The goal
of ESG indices should be about predicting such risk;
u Comparability between companies – the
cornerstone of all benchmarking – will diminish.
FTSE deems the indicators that will be sufficiently
“material” and will consider others for which
investors ask. But investors don’t know what they
don’t know, so are unlikely to ask e.g. about water
and electricity consumption, the instability of both
creating vulnerabilities for the operations of SA
companies.
“We make it easier to invest in companies that invest
in the future,” runs the index’s payoff line. Various
companies, in the sectors about which Carney warned,
have made it onto the index; presumably more for their
reporting than their reliance on carbon emissions.
Another query is about the index using only the
information published in companies’ annual reports,
not necessarily inclusive of data to back up their
assertions. It leads to the temptation for company
reports merely to be heavier with spin and prettier with
pictures. Unless investors interrogate them, it can be
akin to marking one’s own homework.
A cross-section of SA investors and consultants –
some large and some small, some
better-schooled in ESG than
others – offers a range of views on
whether the new JSE/FTSE index
will have the desired impact.
Jon Duncan of Old Mutual:
It’s a welcome addition to the SA
investment landscape. There’s

16
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potential to help pension-fund trustees in providing a
benchmark for ESG performance. But it does require
that the trustee fully understands the ESG-screening
approach and specifically what the ESG scores
communicate about companies’ ESG practices.
Also, since the inclusion process uses only publiclyavailable information, it can be an important driver
for greater ESG disclosure by issuers wishing to be
included.
David Couldridge of Investec Asset Management:
Some matters still need to be
finalised. A rule-driven approach
will be less controversial than
the old SRI index where some
companies, that had been excluded,
put great pressure on the JSE to be
reinstated.
As trustees take their place
at the head of the investment
chain, the index can help them build greater awareness
of sustainability. They are required to ensure the
integration of material sustainability issues (ESG
factors) as part of their fund’s investment strategy and
included in mandates to service providers.
It is important to understand why certain companies
are included and others excluded from the index,
then to see which companies are included or being
considered for inclusion in the fund’s portfolio. No
index can respond to all the variables of investments,
but it can be used to identify questions that help assess
service providers’ ESG progress.
To ensure a broad-based index, the threshold for
inclusion is low. Inclusion therefore does not imply that
there is no requirement for engagement with investee
companies. This should still take place to ensure that
disclosure practices continue to improve.
Jerry Mnisi of Stanlib:
In the past few years we’ve seen ESG come into the
mainstream as asset managers increasingly incorporate
it into their investment processes and asset owners ask
more questions on how their investments are being
managed in terms of it.
The index will help this process by providing a
benchmark for companies to assess themselves and

a platform for investors specifically to target these
companies.
Asief Mohamed of Aeon Investment Management:
Although I welcome the additional
disclosure that the index will
encourage, what appears lacking
is an equivalent disclosure score
similar to the pay-ratio rule that the
Securities & Exchange Commission
in the US has introduced.
Worsening inequalities in SA
and globally require disclosure of
historic trend and current practice for all remuneration.
The ratio might be different for different industries, but
better disclosure would raise the level of dialogue and
debate.
I’d also feel more comfortable if it could be taken for
granted that institutional investors actually read annual
reports. That this might not be the rule is indicated by
some curious approvals of executive remuneration. Also
needed is a requirement that retirement and investment
funds report quarterly on what they’ve been doing. This
will help to keep asset managers active and diligent in
their ESG assessments.
Tracey Want of Investment Solutions:
Much depends on whether
companies aspire to become
constituents on the index. As a
start, they must publically disclose
certain metrics that the index uses
to assess their ESG performance.
Disclosure is positive because
it allows investors to track the
performance of these companies
over time, and to compare them with peers in their
respective sectors.
Whether the index is useful to pension funds will
depend on their governance budgets. For bigger funds,
which are well resourced and can afford the raw data,
analysis should be able to show them where potential
problems lie and how companies are managing them.
Simply to consider the index will be insufficient.
Transparency is a key driver. However, it isn’t clear
what percentage of each company’s overall score (for
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getting it onto the index) is based on quality. For
instance, the Top 30 index simply weights the scoring
companies equally while the main index weights the
included companies by market capitalisation. Hence
there is no weighting for quality.
The previous index rated all companies. Because at
present the new index rates only 83 companies, others
might be discouraged by not qualifying for assessment.
Heather Jackson of Atlantic Asset Management:
The new series is an improvement,
particularly in creating an equallyweighted Top 30 index. It’s
encouraging that this index will
promote those companies that best
integrate long-term business-risk
factors pertaining to ESG.
There’s also now a distinction
between sustainability in the way
that a company manages its own business and the way
in which it provides proactive goods or services that
address social and environmental challenges. Both are
important.
A concern is that the factors determining a
company’s score need to be transparent for investors
to validate how and why ESG matters for a company’s
long-term performance.
Clive Eggers of GTC:

Development of a revised
investable benchmark,
constructed using
internationally-recognised
standards, improves the
infrastructure critical for
the adoption of ESG/SRI
principles by SA owners and
managers.
While the index provides
the opportunity for improved
ESG reporting by companies and compliance by
pension funds, changes in investment behaviour are
largely driven by motivation. Until there is significant
change in the motivation of asset owners and managers
in adopting ESG principles, their behaviour is unlikely
to adapt.
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Kobus Hanekom (with Dirk Oosthuizen) of Simeka:
It will become easier in principle
for the average trustee to formulate
a strategy and direct the selection
of assets to ESG, although it might
take a while before we have clarity
and buy-in on the weightings.
Clarity and simplicity are important
determinants for use.
The old index was obscure in its
composition. The new one seems to be an improvement
in that it incorporates international views and
methodology.
Some things about the new index need to be
properly understood, for instance the exclusion
of Shoprite. On the other hand Sasol, one of our
largest polluters, is included. It does disclose a lot of
information, as do the extractive industries. Will the
green-informed then use the index?
We don’t anticipate that pension funds will quickly
move from the Alsi, Capi or Swix to the new index, at
least until there’s greater clarity on its composition.
Malcolm Fair of RisCura:
Getting scored on 125 or so
ESG criteria does find its way
into the growing list of matters
on which chief executives
of JSE-listed companies
will need to be accountable.
Rating methodologies play
an important role in raising
consciousness of matters vital to stakeholders.
For pension funds, the challenge is to make trustees
aware of the role they play as shareholders. Rating
methodologies, as now applied by JSE/FTSE, provide
information that funds and their service providers can
use about the owned companies.
While I don’t think that the new index will directly
cause greater compliance by pension funds with Reg
28 (which obliges them to consider ESG in their
investment decision-making), what could encourage
greater compliance is linking the new data (provided by
the ESG rating methodology) into improved training
and education of pension funds and their service
providers.
n
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Gaining stability in times of
Global stock markets have been relatively stable for some years, but 2015 has seen a
significant increase in levels of unpredictability. Although the markets started the year
well, volatility has increased steadily, causing high levels of discomfort for some investors.
We asked Liberty Corporate’s Investment Servicing Manager, John Taylor, why we are we
seeing such extreme market swings and what investors can do about it.

What is market volatility?
Market volatility is unpredictable and vigorous changes in
price within the stock market.

A combination of concerns

Several factors have led to the current level of volatility being
experienced by global markets. From the threat of Greece’s
exit from the Euro earlier this year, to concerns about the fall
of China’s stock market and the impact that has had on the
country’s currency and its growth prospects.
“The volatility is very widespread,” says John. “There is a
lot of volatility in Chinese share prices which is making global
share prices, including the JSE’s, quite erratic. There is also
a lot of concern about what interest rate increases in the
United States might do to global bond markets and exchange
rates and that has had a major impact on the rand, amongst
all emerging market currencies. Added to this, markets are
being spooked by concerns that many shares have become
too expensive compared to their earnings potential.”
For investors, volatility means uncertainty – and when it
comes to share investments that means higher risk and less
predictable returns, especially over the short term.
Investing in a volatile market
Market volatility can result in unnecessary panic. Rather
than overreacting to short-term news and market changes,
investors need to stay focused on their long-term investment
objectives.
“Volatility is a double-edged sword,” says John. “ For
investors putting away savings every month, it can help with
buying assets more cheaply from time to time. This is known

as rand-cost averaging. But when it comes to investments,
if a lump sum is invested or withdrawn in a volatile market,
there is more uncertainty around the actual value of the
assets which will be realised and this can result in wealth
destruction.”
Making the right investments can help improve returns
and reduce exposure to volatility. “We believe that adopting
a diversified approach across major asset classes, accessed
cheaply to reduce the impact of fees, and avoiding the impact
of large capital losses can result in better investment returns
over time for investors,” says John. “A great way to do this is
by investing in the Liberty Stable Growth Fund.”
Achieving stable growth
One way for investors to reduce volatility in their portfolios
is to invest in the Liberty Stable Growth Fund. This is an
absolute return fund which aims to generate inflation-beating
returns (CPI + 5%) over the medium term and avoid the
impact of larger market drops.
“The Liberty Stable Growth Fund is designed for investors
who are concerned with day-to-day market volatility,
particularly the risk of large losses over shorter periods of
time,” says John. “It is aimed at those investors wanting to
earn returns of at least 5% in excess of inflation over time.”
He adds that investors with more than three years to invest
their money should do well in the portfolio.
The portfolio maintains a fairly aggressive long-term
strategic asset allocation, aiming to limit short-term losses
and deliver strong inflation-beating returns over time. The
key benefit of investing in the Liberty Stable Growth Fund,
says John, is the increased certainty of investment outcomes,
as the volatility of returns is much lower than for most other
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volatility
About the Liberty Stable Growth Fund
•

The fund is an absolute return fund which aims to
generate inflation-beating returns (CPI + 5%) over
rolling three-year periods.

•

The fund has generated returns in excess of its own
benchmark over all time periods to end August 2015.

•

It was the best-performing CPI + 5% fund over the past
one-year period in the Absa Asset Consultants Survey
for the month of July 2015. The portfolio delivered a
return of 14.4% over that period relative to its average
peer, which delivered 8.8%, the majority of them with
higher volatilities.

•

The portfolio makes use of a combination of active
and passive investment styles, using index tracking
(or passive) building blocks to provide exposure to the
market in order to reduce costs to investors. The asset
allocation and protection applied is actively managed to
ensure adherence to the risk and return objectives set
for the portfolio.

•

The Liberty Stable Growth Fund provides downside
protection with the ability to benefit from market
upswings:

Taylor . . . extreme market swings

similar investment options. The design of the portfolio also
means it is significantly simpler and cheaper than most similar
portfolios which are aiming for the same objectives.
Importantly adds John, “The Liberty Stable Growth Fund is
one of the best positioned portfolios, in our view, for proposed
changes envisaged by National Treasury in the retirement
funding market. The portfolio avoids many of the pitfalls and
concerns which National Treasury has picked out, such as
inappropriate use of guarantees and excessive performance
fees.”
What does the future hold?
The committee is the voice of the employer and its members
Liberty Corporate believes that current market volatility is set
to remain as long as the US does not raise their rates; as long
as commodity prices remain low; and as long as share prices
remain as expensive as they are currently. Even once these
conditions change, the volatility effect after years of easy
money being pumped into global markets might take a while
to wear off. Investors wanting to avoid this volatility would do
well to consider the best investment options available to meet
their needs.
www.libertycorporate.co.za.

o If a strong rebound in the market occurred,
the portfolio would smooth the returns and initially
be slower than some other funds to respond to the
upward movement, but within a few months would
catch up.
o If markets moved downward sharply, the portfolio
would initially move downward, but only to the point
where the protection would kick in and compensate
the portfolio for any further losses on the market.
This means the possible loss to investors is limited.
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CURRENTS

Gaia moves
into gear
Listed vehicle for direct investment in infrastructure projects.
R500m raised to begin acquisitions.

T

he successful listing of Gaia Infrastructure
Capital, on the JSE’s main board, presents
the opportunity especially for smaller
pension funds and individuals to invest directly
in an asset class that’s growing exponentially.
Listed shares offer liquidity, important for pension
funds in meeting liabilities as members withdraw,
and tradability in denominations suited to retail
investors.
Because of their scale, direct investment in
infrastructure projects is predominantly the domain
of large institutions. With Gaia, it’ll be different
because it enables investment in a company
that invests directly. Listed as a special-purpose
acquisition company (Spac), for the raising of
R500m in primary capital, Gaia will start with a
pipeline of “viable assets” in renewable energy.
The market price for Gaia shares will turn
on investor assessments of the portfolio being
built. Until then, basically a cash shell, it reflects
confidence or otherwise in management. That the
book-build went smoothly, inclusive of R200m
from the Public Investment Corporation, speaks for
itself. Managing director is John Oliphant, former

Oliphant . . . modest charges
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Government Employees Pension Fund principal
executive officer, supported by a board that includes
four former PSG Group executives.
Gaia, according to its pre-listing statement,
aims to be a diversified infrastructure investment
company that “will directly invest in large-scale
energy, transport and water-related infrastructure
projects with a value in excess of R1bn”. It will target
low-risk investments that are operational or close
to operational, that will generate returns of cpi plus
6%, and that promise “visible environmental, social
and governance policy appreciation”.
For portfolio spread, it will make respective
investments of not less that R200m where the
assets have not previously been evaluated and
not less R100m where they have been. Once
accumulated, within 24 months, Gaia will apply
for reclassification from the JSE’s “non-equity
investment instruments” sector. As the foundational
R500m depletes, the listing offers the platform to
raise further capital.

S

uch is the magnitude of infrastructure
requirements that government cannot finance
them on its own. It’s reckoned that to date over
R160bn has been raised from the private sector for
specific projects. The opportunities are virtually
open-ended. Gaia could be the first of several
companies that seek similarly to enter the field.
Oliphant, who led infrastructure initiatives in his
GEPF capacity, reckons that the environment has
been a “bit too chunky” for smaller pension funds.
Direct investment would have taken up too high a
proportion of their assets, so they’ve tended to enter
though private equity funds that typically charge
fees of 2% for assets under management plus a 20%
“carry” or performance fee.
Gaia, however, will charge a management fee of
only 0,8% and no carry. “The activist in me had to
answer the question of what’s fair for our scheme,”
explains Oliphant. After all, as chair of the Code for
Responsible Investing in SA committee, he must set
an example.
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How long is a string?

R

emuneration levels for trustees are all over
the place. From where are retirement funds to
get guidelines when they don’t exist?
Problem is that pay levles can range from zero,
where a company or trade union views trusteeship
as part of an employee’s job, to amounts that
might be considered as rewarding but perhaps
still ungenerous when compared with executive
directors charged with similar responsibilities in
terms of human and financial assets under their
stewardship.
Rarely do companies disclose trustee
remuneration. A good exception is the latest
Naspers annual report. It shows that trustees of its
Media24 pension fund will each receive R76 365,
paid by the company and not by fund, in the year
ahead.
Compare this with the Government Employees
Pension Fund, much larger than the still-large
Media24. Its latest annual report – for 2013-14
being late indeed – can receive around R250 000 a
year depending on certain variables such as time
spent in committees. Trustees get a meeting fee and
a retainer fee, policy being that all trustees “must
receive the same level of remuneration regardless of
experience and expertise”.
The standard reference is the PwC trustee
remuneration survey, not updated since 2014 when
the burdens on trustees weren’t quite as formidable–
relatively speaking – than what National Treasury
now intends (TT Sept-Nov).
The survey found, for instance, that only 28% of
standalone funds remunerated trustees. The median
range for “professional trustees” was anywhere
between R50 000 and R100 000 per year.
What’s fair? Who knows?

Fair play

D

ominant competitors for the administration
of beneficiary funds are Fairheads and
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Field . . . family business
FedGroup, the former long established and the latter
trying its damnedest to make inroads. Only they
will know how the marketing war between them is
panning out.
Trying to separate their respective claims and
counter-claims on costs and service — as well as
the most effective means to trace beneficiaries
(Fairheads is more personal and FedGroup
technological) — is best left for potential clients to
interrogate themselves. To that extent, the rivalry
can only be healthy. At least it helps to focus the
minds of retirement funds on why they should use
specialist administrators rather than act as do-ityourself operators when effective interaction with
guardians and minor children is of the essence.
One objective point of departure is a JSE
listing. Fairheads, now part of Vunani, believes
that it enhances transparency and peer-group
comparability. FedGroup, director Scott Field
affirms, has no similar intention.
FedGroup is family-controlled and high-profile
in many financial offerings additional to beneficiary
funds. Field can be scathing about the vulnerability

of policyholders compared with shareholders: “In
good times, their interests are aligned. But when
backs are against the wall, it’s policyholders who get
screwed.”
That’s a general argument most intensely played
out in years prior to the Old Mutual and Sanlam
demutualisations, when they were pooh-poohing
the rivalry from JSE-listed Liberty Life. We know
how that resolved.
In the case of FedGroup, says Field, there’s
no need to raise capital: “We’re self-funded and
have no outside borrowings. On transparency, we
comply with King III and have a representative
on the committee of King IV to focus on unlisted
businesses. Some of the best businesses abroad,
several banks and vehicle manufacturers amongst
them, are unlisted and family-owned. It’s perfectly
acceptable there as we also consider it to be here.”
Then ask about things, in the Fairheads versus
FedGroup battle, like BEE credentials at company
level and tracing of beneficiaries at fund level. Go
ahead. Ask them. It’ll be good for the choices that
retirement funds should be making.

Trustee challenge

S

imply as a report on progress, or lack of it, a
High Court date has yet to be set for the appeal
of four umbrella-fund trustees against the Pension
Fund Adjudicator’s determination that they be held
personally liable for the rebuild of fund databases.
Having dragged on for more than two years (TT Dec
’13-Feb ’14), the matter will probably be set down
for hearing sometime in 2016.
The outcome is critical for trustees generally
because it will indicate whether their own pockets
should be hit. The determination was that they
should be, for want of an alternative, and the
trustees will contend that it must be set aside,
arguing around ownership of fund assets and
whether trustees could lawfully debit the credits of
fund members.
Meanwhile, earlier this year, the affected IF
funds and the Dynam-ique fund were placed in
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liquidation. Liquidator Francois Rosslee of Argen
Actuarial Solutions reported that, to ensure a
fast and fair resolution for all stakeholders, the
trustees had prioritised the completion of the funds’
database rebuilds and other matters before the
funds would be finally liquidated.

Good and bad

T

here are pension funds and there are pension
funds. Outstanding amongst the good, for
receiving creditable awards in recent months, are
the Natal Joint Municipal Pension Fund and the
Sentinel Retirement Fund.
Bottom of the class, for being censured yet again
by the Pension Funds Adjudicator, is the Municipal
Employees Pension Fund for its “unending noncompliance with existing registered rules when
computing a withdrawal benefit”. Adjudicator
Muvhango Lukhaimane ordered that the fund
pay the member, who’d successfully complained, a
withdrawal benefit amounting to three times his
contribution (although the rule was subsequently
changed to allow for only 1,5 times) plus interest at
15,5% a year as a punitive measure.
The award shows that Lukhaimane has grown

Lukhaimane . . . MEPF undeterred
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sick and tired of the MEPF’s misbehaviour. The
award being against the fund, however, it’s innocent
members who’re penalised.
A way should surely be found to smack the guilty
parties in their own pockets. Are all the trustees
really “fit and proper” for their jobs, and should
questions not also be asked of administrator Akani
that operates under licence from the Financial
Services Board?
As in previous years, the Adjudicator’s report for
2014-2015 is informative and attractively presented.
A general comment worth noting is Lukhaimane’s
concern that, for the most part, members and
beneficiaries are paid out only after they’ve lodged
complaints.
These complaints might be negligible when
compared to the number of benefits that the
pension-funds industry pays out annually, she says,
but it is nevertheless disconcerting: “The financial
distress that might befall a complainant, whilst
waiting for his or her benefit, may be irreparable.”

Against the world

B

y comparison with other major pension
systems, SA does not rate terribly well in the
2015 Melbourne Mercer Global Pension Index. It’s
graded with a C – an index value of 50-60 out of
100 – together with France, the US, Poland, Brazil,
Austria, Mexico and Italy.
This grading represents “a system that has some
good features, but also has major risks and/or
shortcomings that should be addressed,” the study
finds. “Without these improvements, its efficacy
and/or long-term sustainability can be questioned.”
In the A category, with an index value of over
80, are Denmark and the Netherlands. Both have
“a first-class and reliable system that delivers
good benefits, is sustainable and has a high level
of integrity”. Australia gets a B+ while Sweden,
Canada, Chile and the UK are amongst those
graded at B.
The overall value for each of the 25 countries’
systems represents the weighted average of
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three sub-indices: 40% for adequacy; 35% for
sustainability and 25% for integrity. Grading
appears to be based on rules and not necessarily on
their implementation.
The overall index value for the SA system, says
the survey, could be improved by:
u Increasing the minimum level of support for the
poorest aged individuals;
u Increasing the coverage of employees in
occupational pension schemes, thereby
increasing
the level of contributions and assets;
u Introducing a minimum level of mandatory
contributions into a retirement savings fund.

RI index anomalies

L

iterally moments too late for the launch of
the JSE/FTSE Responsible Investment index
series came the announcement of MTN’s debacle
in Nigeria. MTN is included in the index. Compare
this with the prompt removal of VW, following
revelations of manipulated emissions tests, from the
Dow Jones Sustainability Indices.
Then compare these with the MSCI, a leader
in the field of sustainability indices, which focuses
on forward-looking measures. It had de-rated VW
prior the emissions announcement. The MSCI team
on ESG (environmental, social and governance)

Against standardisation

I

n the UK the Financial Conduct Authority has
decided not to standardise how fees of advisers
and wealth managers are disclosed. This isn’t exactly
music to the ears of SA regulators.
Earlier this year the European Union issued its
second MiFID (Markets in Financial Instruments
Directive), requiring advisory and discretionary
firms to provide a full breakdown of all costs and
charges from January 2017. It does not prescribe
how this information should be presented but
allows member states to opt for a standardised
format.
Although supported in the UK by the
Investment Association, which had urged the
FCA to standardise disclosure “in order to assist
consumers to make meaningful comparisons across
all investment products and services”, the FCA is
concerned that it couldn’t develop a standardised
approach that would work for all consumers and all
business models – and that it could actually impair
innovation in this market.
FT Adviser quotes a spokesperson for the
FCA watchdog in responding to the Investment
Association: “Instead, we want to give firms the
freedom and flexibility to design that disclosure
with information provided to your clients around
your business model and the needs of your clients.”

looks, for example, at a company’s carbon footprint
and governance practices to assess likely impacts on
its future profitability.
The team has discovered “tremendous value”,
reports RisCura’s Malcolm Fair, in using big-data
techniques to scour the web for backwards-looking
negative press and worldwide regulatory findings.
It was through this process that misdemeanours at
VW had been picked up early. “I found this to be
an interesting use of big data in risk management
emanating from an ESG screening process,” he says.
As for screening processes, there are horses
for courses in considerations of “responsible
investment”. On ethical criteria, BAT (tobacco) and
SABMiller (alcohol) are automatically excluded
from certain FTSE4Good series. Both, however, are
in the top 30 of the JSE/FTSE RI series. Because of
their huge JSE market capitalisations and free floats,
relative to other shares on the local bourse, the
index wouldn’t hold much appeal without them. n
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Welcome competition at last
David Gluckman, head of special projects at Sanlam Employee Benefits,
highlights a watershed advance.
How things have changed since last year when I noted
that the umbrella-funds market is increasingly dominated
by five major providers which then collectively comprised
an approximate 80% market share: “Concerns therefore
can be expressed whether the optimum benefits from
competitive forces will be harnessed. Significant new
entrants do not appear to be entering the market” (TT
Sept-Nov 2014).
So it was with a mixture of amusement and interest that I
read newly-listed Sygnia’s November 2015 announcement
that it intends to disrupt “the cosy relationships that
have enabled umbrella funds to charge fees at multiple
tiers without any scrutiny”.
This echoes a call we have been making every year since
2009 in our annual Sanlam Employee Benefits Benchmark
Symposium.
Essentially, our long-held conviction has been that
policymakers should concentrate efforts on building a
more competitive umbrella-fund industry offering clients
better products and better value. What is required,
in my opinion, is a complete rethink of the legislative
environment moving closer to a contract-based model
than a trust-based model.
TOP 10 COMMERCIAL UMBRELLA FUND SPONSORS
BASED ON ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Alexander Forbes
Old Mutual
MMI
Liberty
Sanlam
Towers Watson
NMG
Grant Thorton Capital (now GTC)
ABSA
NBC

Source: Financial Services Board data based on umbrella funds’
audited financial statements

An analysis of the leading commercial umbrella funds
is relevant (see table above). Even within these market
leaders, there are huge discrepancies. The combined
market share of the top five sponsors is more than nine
times that of the next five sponsors.
The question can be asked: Why are other leading

financial services institutions also not entering this
market? Where, for example, are Allan Gray, Coronation,
Discovery and Investec? Surely they should be entering
a market that now comprises over 1,6m members and
R250bn assets, and growing fast?
Possibly some of the important client requirements in
this space involve venturing into unfamiliar territory (see
table below), but I suspect a key reason has also been
a lack of certainty from a policymaker perspective. It
makes new entrants nervous to enter the commercial
umbrella-fund market – especially when a significant
capital investment is required to build a commercial
umbrella fund with real substance.
IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS WHEN
SELECTING AN UMBRELLA FUND
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Administration delivery
Black Economic Empowerment
Charges & costs
Client Satisfaction / retention
Communication delivery
Experience
Flexibility
Governance infrastructure
Investments
Insured benefits
National footprint
Quality of advice
Preservation & annuitisation
Sponsor covenant
Track record
Transparency

Though now long outdated, still the only thorough
analysis of charges was a paper that I co-authored and
presented to the Actuarial Society of SA in 2011 entitled
“A Critique of the Umbrella Retirement Fund Charging
Model”. It included a detailed critique of the Sanlam
Umbrella Fund charging model in particular. Here we
commented on earlier findings of high industry charge
levels by independent actuary Rob Rusconi as follows:
“… the most pragmatic way to reform the industry is by
means of harnessing market forces to gradually improve
the situation whilst minimising any transition risks or
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for Umbrella Funds
MAIN REASONS FOR JOINING AN UMBRELLA FUND
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

COST SAVING
EASE OF ADMINISTRATION
LESS FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITY
FOCUS ON CORE BUSINESS
INVESTMENTS

57%
46%
45%
24%
21%

Source: 2015 Sanlam Employee Benefits Benchmark Survey

costs. As regards systemic reform, the following measures
were recommended …:
• The most obvious method is via consolidation of funds
so as to enhance economies of scale;
• Industry-agreed expense disclosures . . . in the wider
retirement funds industry is recommended;
• . . . effective competition in an environment
underpinned by consumer education and awareness
will result in cost reduction;
• The important point is that we need to find ways to
increase consumers’ awareness of their rights and
all costs that are paid, and to break down the
information gap that exists between consumers and
providers. “
Our industry has come a long way since 2011, and even
ASISA is now far down the line in introducing Effective
Annual Cost as a new measure to allow consumers to
fairly compare costs for both retail savings products and
commercial umbrella funds. Once introduced, I predict
this will be a watershed moment for the commercial
umbrella funds.
At the 2015 Sanlam Employee Benefits Benchmark
Symposium we made a new and very public call for the
retirement-funds industry to stand up and truly make
a difference in improving retirement outcomes for
members; especially so now that commercial umbrella

funds have achieved significant scale, enabling the
market leaders to leverage this scale for the benefit of
members.
We also used the symposium platform to announce some
of our thinking on how we intended to leverage the scale

Gluckman . . . the time has arrived
we’d achieved to further enhance the Sanlam Umbrella
Fund before end-2015 i.e. planned new product features
relating to default investment strategies, preservation
strategies, annuitisation strategies, automated
repacement-ratio reporting, mini-funds governance,
large-funds customisation and lower charges.
These have been followed by successful launches of
new products. They include our industry-leading newgeneration Optimal product option and some other
exciting developments that
will bring truly cost-effective
cradle-to-grave solutions to our
membership base.
We intend to continue on the
journey, started with the launch
in 2008 with the Sanlam Umbrella
Fund, and to lead the industry
into a new age when providers
have a clear purpose to serve
members better. Rather than
consider increased competition to be a worry, we believe
it to be healthy and an affirmation that we are on the
right track. It will spur us on even harder to succeed.
www.sanlam.co.za
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PERFORMANCE FEES

Boomerang effect
One size doesn’t fit all default portfolios. Treasury must think again
on private equity, hedge funds and especially infrastructure.

I

n its seminal 2011 policy document on better
financial services, National Treasury repeatedly
and rightly expressed its concern over the “high
and opaque” fees being charged by product providers
to product consumers. Its latest batch of proposals to
address them can throw out a robust baby with the
murky bathwater.
“Performance fees are not permitted in default
investment portfolios,” states Treasury bluntly.
This mooted prohibition should make investors
sit up sharply. A blanket ban on performance fees
can suffocate private equity and hedge funds, both
permitted if not encouraged by Regulation 28 to
comprise cumulatively up to 15% of pension funds’
portfolios.
The rationale is to allow greater diversification
of asset classes and hence a wider spread of risk.
But insist on the wholesale ban and Reg 28, which
guides pension funds’ prudential requirements, is
undermined. Unlike investment in equities and bonds,
where managers can accrue performance fees for
tracking an index, such fees are integral to private
equity and hedge funds.
Also potentially ominous is application of the
ban to “other assets”, capped by Reg 28 at 2,5% of a
fund’s portfolio. To the extent that this category refers
to direct investment in infrastructure projects, the
impact can only be negative; not least for the National

Development Plan’s emphasis on job creation, services
provision and gdp growth.
Pension funds have the wherewithal and the need
to go big-time for infrastructure because of the perfect
fit between this macro-economic priority and the
investors’ long-term focus. Arguably, infrastructure
should not merely be slotted into “other” but
categorised as a separate asset class.

I

t offers pension funds further opportunities
for portfolio diversification as well as returns
that tend to be stable and predictable. As it stands,
Reg 28 provides generously for investment in debt
instruments – like government and governmentbacked paper – that might or might not find their way
to infrastructure and that might or might not face
stakeholder disciplines.
But to get the boost needed, pension funds
should be stimulated to invest directly in specific
projects where they have ‘line of sight’ participation
from inception to conclusion. As renewable energy
and similar high-impact projects are initiated by
the private sector, investment opportunities will
increasingly abound.
Managers must be remunerated, clearly on a
basis dissimilar from index tracking. However, a
problem with performance fees is that they lack
standard definition. Particularly when it comes to
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is virtually unachievable. Moreover, comparison of
apples and pears is pointless. Thus much of the logic,
in excluding performance fees from default portfolios,
is lost.
The so-called “opaqueness” of performance fees is
not, or not necessarily, due to managers trying to line
up consumers for rip offs. It’s because, by their nature,
the methods used for the calculation of performance
fees are complex. They vary in terms measuring risk
against return, the benchmarks applied, respective
funds’ mandates to asset managers and so on.

T

Van Wyk . . . slow take-up
“alternative investments” (as Reg 28 categorises private
equity, hedge funds and “other”), the meaning and
quantification of performance fees can differ from
investment to investment. This is because they’re
usually subject to negotiation; for instance, on the
various levels of performance at which the fees kick in.
In taking aim at all performance fees, the
consequence – surely unintended – is for National
Treasury to erode objectives that it had legislated by
Reg 28 for support by pension funds of “alternative
investments”. This is unmitigated by restricting the
ban on performance fees to default portfolios only. For
it’s safe to assume that the preponderance of portfolios
will be defaults.
From the perspective of National Treasury, the
ban on performance fees in default portfolios seems
logical. Defaults are there, amongst other reasons,
to provide for simplicity of choices. Were these fees
to apply, and transparently disclosed, the simplicity
intended would be defeated.
For purposes of Mr Average Fund Member and
probably also Mr Average Fund Trustee, simplicity

ake private equity. Broadly, the manager would
charge a base annual rate at one or two percentage
points of the assets. He’d additionally receive
performance fees (known as the “carry” or “carried
interest”) once agreed return targets (“hurdle rates”)
have been achieved on a successful exit from the
investment. Carries and hurdles defy standardisation.
Private equity has begun to flourish in SA. The
more it supports venture capital, the better for
entrepreneurship too.
Infrastructure investment by pensions funds,
however, is far from outgrowing the imposed 2,5%
cap. Mark van Wyk and Kasief Isaacs of Mergence
Investment Managers estimate that it still represents
less than 0,3% of financial institutions’ total asset
allocations. This, they say, is despite SA having about
R4 trillion in its long-term savings pool and despite
government claiming that it has over 600 “shovelready” programmes awaiting implementation.
Arguing in a Glacier by Sanlam research report,
they advise trustees: “The first step in making an
allocation to infrastructure is to determine what
role (it) should play within the portfolio. Once the
investment-policy statement has been amended
to adjust for the expanded investment universe, a
holistic look can help determine how to invest in the
asset class. Areas to emphasise involve alignment of
interests with managers....”
Back to National Treasury. Rather than an outright
prohibition for default portfolios, it could consider
instead a cap on performance fees across all portfolios.
This might be preferable to it countering objectives
that caused it to revise Reg 28 in the first place.
n
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LITIGATION

Personal liability
kicks in
Fund officials hit hard. Ruling will hurt their pockets.
Registrar wins on fiduciary duty.

T

he principal officer and trustees of the SA
Local Authorities Pension Fund have been
thrashed by a decision of the FSB Appeal

Board.
Not only has the appeal been struck from the roll,
and dismissed with costs on the punitive attorneyclient scale, but it was ordered that these costs be
paid jointly and severally by the fund, its principal
officer and the trustees who’d authorised the appeal.
Moreover, the fund must fully recover these costs
from the principal officer and relevant trustees in
their personal capacities.
Let this sound a warning to any fund embarking
on litigation that’s “vexatious”, as found here by
the Appeal Board sitting under retired judge L T C
Harms with J Damons and L Makhubela.
“Persons who are in a fiduciary position and
litigate in their own interests, in the name of say an
estate agent or trust, ought to be held personally
liable for the cost of the litigation,” Harms stated.
“The (SALA fund’s) board members and the
principal officer stand in such relationship to the
fund.”
The matter was between the SALA fund on the
one side with the Registrar of Pension Funds and
Fairsure Administration on the other. The fund’s
appeal had to fail at the outset because the fund had

no interest in the decisions of the registrar (in effect,
the deputy registrar) that were under attack. Only
the fund, which was not aggrieved, had appealed.
The principal officer and trustees had not appealed
against any decision, and the fund could not do so on
their behalf.
What happened, in brief, was that the fund had
entered into an agreement to buy all the shares
in Fairsure from MEB Holdings for R40m (the
intention of the fund being to appoint Fairsure as
its administrator). The agreement was subject to
certain suspensive conditions such as obtaining the
registrar’s prior consent.
Although the registrar had not granted consent,
the fund paid for the shares. MEB did not repay the
R40m and the fund has to recover its loss.
The question that concerned the registrar was
whether the fund’s board, in concluding the purchase
contract, had fulfilled its fiduciary duty. That the
fund had paid for the shares, before fulfilment of
the suspensive conditions and before ownership of
the shares had been transferred, “created avoidable
counter-party risk and prejudice which the fund has
suffered”.
Where the registrar has reason to believe that
a principal officer or trustees are no longer fit and
proper to hold office, he/she may disqualify them.
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Harms . . . clear message
In this case, the (deputy) registrar had submitted to
them a series of questions that were met with what
the Appeal Board described as “diversionary tactics”.

Where the registrar
has reason to
believe that a
principal officer
or trustees are
no longer fit and
proper to hold
office, he/she may
disqualify them.
For example, they wanted the information to be
requested in 10 official languages and insisted that
the trustees be represented by the fund’s lawyers or
by lawyers paid for by the fund. They also contended
bias. “The consequences of the bias issue were not
spelt out but presumably meant that, because the
deputy registrar might be biased, she was not entitled
to use her powers of interrogation,” Harms said. He
considered the contention of bias to be “nonsense”.
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Counsel for the fund submitted that the “key
issue” was misdirection of the payment by Fairsure,
presumably relating to the manner in which Fairsure
administered the fund’s affairs after the fund’s
takeover of Fairsure (e.g. by paying for the shares
from the fund’s moneys). The fund had demanded,
and been denied, sight of communications between
the registrar and Fairsure.
To which Harms retorted: “The fund has not said
why this information (was) required to answer the
(deputy registrar’s) questionnaire, and a perusal of
the questions shows why it could not have been said.
The alleged post-contract wrongdoings of Fairsure
have nothing to do with the conclusion of the
purchase-share contract.”
In such a morass, yet another indication of fund
misbehaviour is almost incidental. It had purported
to note an appeal against the deputy registrar’s
decision not to supply the fund with the Fairsure
communications. But the noting of an appeal was
“out of time” which, the fund knew, the Appeal Board
had no power to condone. In fact, it hadn’t even
applied for condonation.
The purpose of the litigation, according to the
deputy registrar, was only to delay her duty (under
the Pension Funds Act) in considering whether
certain officials of the fund should be debarred. The
Appeal Board found in her favour:
“(The principal officer and trustees had) decided
to proceed with the litigation in their own personal
interest without any regard to the interests of the
fund, hiding behind the fund to shield them against
any adverse litigation consequences. This is a serious
breach of their fiduciary duties and justifies a cost
order against them personally, not only for the
registrar’s costs but also for those of the fund. The
fund will be obliged to recoup its own costs from
those responsible for this litigation.”
n
• N Arendse SC acted for the fund and M
A Chohan SC for the registrar. Fairsure did not
participate in the proceedings but gave notice that it
disputed the allegations of misconduct made against it
by the fund.
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SHAPING THE
NEXT GENERATION
OF ENTREPRENEURS
OLD MUTUAL CORPORATE
WISDOM FORUM GALA DINNER
The importance of a thriving small business sector cannot be
overstated, as small and medium enterprises (SMEs) employ
approximately 60% of South Africa’s workforce and contribute
significantly towards economic growth, reportedly around 34%1.
How big businesses and corporates can assist in creating an
environment that will promote this sector and propel the country’s
future entrepreneurs was the conversation topic at the recent
Old Mutual Corporate Wisdom Forum Gala Dinner held in
Johannesburg.
Stephen Archer, Clement Chinaka and Zev Siegl.

omms 11.2015 L8690

The panel discussion from left: Lerato Mbele,
Zev Siegl, Natasha Sideris,Stephen Archer and Matsi Modise.

Old Mutual is a Licensed Financial Services Provider

Speaking at the event, Clement Chinaka, MD of Old Mutual
Corporate, referred to the recent protest action across South
Africa, which highlighted the country’s significant economic
growth challenges. “We urgently need sustainable solutions
that will be effective in growing the national economy in order
to raise our global competitiveness ranking, create much
needed employment opportunities, and encourage broad
economic access, participation and contribution by more
South Africans.”
Chinaka said that business partners in the South African
economy should take on a larger role in developing
the new generation of entrepreneurs. “We need to assist
entrepreneurs who are in tune with the local business
environment and have the ability to identify opportunities and
leverage these in order to grow South Africa’s economy.”
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The findings of the 2015 Old Mutual Corporate SME Employee
Benefits Monitor reveal that many small and medium businesses
believe they are unable to compete with larger corporates,
thereby confirming big businesses’ responsibility to support the
growth of smaller businesses.
“Given that larger and more established businesses have
overcome many of the challenges associated with small
business, such as access to funding and lack of business or
management skills, we have the ability to advise and mentor
emerging entrepreneurs.”
Chinaka added that promoting and enabling the next
generation of African entrepreneurs is both a business and
moral imperative. “The role a thriving SME culture can play in
South Africa’s economy and its society is enormous.”
He points to the following scenario. “An entrepreneur identifies
an opportunity and starts a business. If successful, the benefits
begin to flow and jobs are created. The new business and
its employees pay taxes, thereby contributing to Government
revenue and increasing the national fiscus. Indirectly, the new
business will also ease social pressures, as the new employees
will no longer need to depend on the state for welfare benefits.
Furthermore, the entrepreneur and employees will spend their
income across a range of sectors, thus improving the country’s
economic activity.”
WHAT IS THE OLD MUTUAL CORPORATE
WISDOM FORUM?
Working closely with more than 8 000 businesses of all sizes
across South Africa, Old Mutual Corporate identified a unique
opportunity to create a platform where a range of perspectives
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and insights could be shared. This saw the launch of the
Old Mutual Corporate Wisdom Forum at the end of 2012.
Since then clients and other stakeholders have been able to
engage with local and international speakers on a wide range
of business market issues.
This year’s theme was cultivating the next class of
entrepreneurs. Providing an international perspective
was:
• Zev Siegl, entrepreneur and co-founder of Starbucks
coffee,
• Stephen Archer, Founding Partner of UK business
strategy consultancy Spring Partnerships.
From South Africa and joining them for a panel
discussion (pictured left) was:
• Natasha Sideris, founder of Tasha’s, one of SAs
hippest and most successful eateries – Tashas,
• Matsi Modise, Managing Director of Simodisa
Association - an industry association committed
to accelerating entrepreneurship.
Lerato Mbele, BBC World News presenter facilitated the
panel discussion and was the MC for the night.
Chinaka summed it up: “By assisting entrepreneurs we enhance
the efficiencies of markets and industries for the good of all
South Africans.”
Source:
1
Statistics from the Banking Association South Africa:
http://www.banking.org.za/what-we-do/sme/sme-enterprise

Please visit our website for more information about the event as well as what each speaker had to say
via podcasts or our Mindspace magazine: www.oldmutual.co.za/wisdomforum
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COVER STORY

Indeterminate
sentence
Registrar must please disclose why, and until when,
the Saccawu fund needs the protection of a curator.

E

nough is enough. After 13 years under
curatorship, the national provident fund of the
Cosatu-aligned SA Commercial, Catering &
Allied Workers Union (Saccawu) should qualify for
mention in the Guinness book of records.
Begun in September 2002, the curatorship
continues unabated. This is despite curator Tony
Mostert having signalled, back in 2011, that he
wanted it to end and that he was prepared to
resign. But he simultaneously stipulated conditions,
importantly amongst them being the finalisation
of certain litigation that he’d instituted. His latest
available communication to fund members – dated
24 August 2011 – identified three matters as pending:
u A “recent” High Court judgment where it was
found that former Saccawu fund trustees had
acted contrary to fund rules. This, he said, was
taken on appeal and heard by the Supreme Court
of Appeal on 24 August 2011;
u A trial involving Standard Bank, Wip Capital and
Saccawu Administration Company, over some
R500m, that had “commenced” on 2 September
2011 (before the date of his communication); and

u A further trial, due to commence on 5 October
2011, by Saccawu Investment Holdings (in
liquidation) against the union for payment of
R16,5m.

O

n the first, the consequences for the fund
and the curatorship aren’t clear. Neither is
the outcome of the appeal, nor whether the appeal
was eventually heard. Despite searches for the SCA
judgment, it couldn’t be found. In any event, this
matter should be now have been finalised.
On the second, the curator lost ages ago in his
R500m claim. There was a costs award against the
fund, the costs possibly totalling well over R15m (TT
March-May ’14). So that’s finalised.
On the third, the situation is more curious.
Although the curator’s memo of August 2011 referred
to an amount of R16,5m, media reports in late-March/
early April this year referred to R30m. They stated that
Mostert had agreed to let the union pay off its debt in
monthly instalments of R500 000 with a bulk payment
of R5m due at end-September. Should the trade union
default on a single payment, Mail & Guardian quoted
Mostert as having said, “it is instant liquidation”.
Immediately after the end-September deadline, TT
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Saccawu workers can get angry
asked Financial Services Board deputy registrar for
retirement funds Rosemary Hunter:
u Has the fund been paid by the union in accordance
with the schedule and, if not, what consequences
are likely to ensue?
u For the union to have paid the fund at R500 000
for five months, from April to August 2015,
equates to R2,5m. With an additional payment
of R5m at end-September, the total equates to
R7,5m. How does this R7,5m reconcile with the
R30m purportedly owed by the union to the fund?

F

urther, unlike the reports of curators in several
other funds, the FSB website contains no reports
of the Saccawu fund’s curator. Since such reports
should surely be in the public domain, could she
kindly release a copy of at least the latest report?
At time of writing, no response had yet been
received. (However, see next article headed ‘Stop
Press’.)
All that appears about the Saccawu fund on the
FSB website, which has a special section for curators’

reports, is a June 2012 media release. In it the FSB
welcomes the ruling by the North Gauteng High
Court for the fund’s continued curatorship “pending
the finalisation of litigation involving the fund”. The
welcome was a little strange in that the curator had
successfully opposed the FSB’s own application for
the curatorship to be lifted.
So on we go, trying to piece together bits of
information from inside and outside the public
domain. That the fund has over 100 000 members, of
whom about two-thirds are also Saccawu members,
heightens the need for serious scrutiny.
For context, the costs of this curatorship should
be measured against its benefits. To begin with
the former, after nine years the curator’s fees
had reached R10,1m. Legal fees, substantially to
Mostert’s own law firm, had come to a further
R11,9m (TT Sept-Nov ’11).
Now look at some particular periods. The fund’s
financial statements for the year to end-December
2013 reveal curator’s fees of R4,04m and legal fees of
R10,96m. Statements for the year to end-December
2012 show curator’s fees of R2,01m (2011: 1,22m)
and legal fees of R6,44m (2011: R5,50m).
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Note that these accumulations preceded the
costs award against the fund in the Standard Bank
litigation. Note too that Mostert was subsequently
cautioned, in an unrelated matter, by the South
Gauteng High Court for appointing his own law firm
to act in his curatorships.
“Although this in itself is not prejudicial or
necessarily results in conflict,” believed Judge Heaton
Nicholls, “there is no escaping the inference that this
may create an incentive to litigate unnecessarily.” She
found it “disturbing”.
On the benefits side, it’s possible only to identify
some indicators. According to the FSB four years
ago, R250m “was recovered from the realisation
of various companies that had been acquired by
Saccawu’s investment company with money from
the fund” (TT Sept-Nov 2011).

True, there was the 2002 inspection by the FSB
that caused it to place the fund under curatorship.
The inspection found significant non-compliance
with fund rules, unauthorised expenditures and
personal abuse of fund monies by the then principal
officer as well as various trustees.
Critical for fund members is the R250m noted by
the FSB as recovered. This money is understood to lie
in a trust.

I

t apparently originated from a R75m loan, prior
to curatorship, by the fund to Saccawu Investment
Holdings for the acquisition of three industrial
companies. The loan to SIH was against fund rules
and the R250m was realised when the companies
were sold by the SIH liquidator. Not a bad profit.
At date of curatorship in 2002, the value of the

JUSTICE UNSEEN
Statement by TT editorial director Allan
Greenblo, Oct 30:
The other day I was kicked out of court. Well,
it wasn’t literally by the seat of my pants and
it wasn’t exactly a court in the commonlyunderstood sense. It was an arbitration hearing
at the Commission for Conciliation, Mediation &
Arbitration (CCMA).
Does the principle of ‘open justice’, enshrined
in our Constitution, apply to CCMA arbitration
hearings? Possibly, you don’t know. Certainly, I
don’t know. And it’s now evident that the CCMA
doesn’t know either.
What I’d done was walk into a hearing –
the matter had to do with the curator of the
SA Commercial, Catering & Allied Workers
Union national provident fund and its dismissed
principal officer – in the same way that I’d
walked on previous occasions into dozens of
High Court proceedings. That’s what the media
and the public do routinely.
But not this time. I was told by the

commissioner to identify myself. Handing her my
business card, I explained that I was representing
a publication that reports on matters pertinent to
retirement funds.
Counsel for the curator took umbrage. The
commissioner went into a tizz. They accused me
of not having observed “relevant protocols”.
When I asked what these were, the commissioner
directed that I leave the room and wait in the
corridor. She then also left the room, perhaps to
consult with somebody.
About a half-hour later, she returned.
Apparently not in the best of moods, she told
me to return too. I could not stay, she said,
until I had filled in a form at the CCMA legal
department applying for permission to attend.
Once I had completed the form, she said, the
parties should have an opportunity to object. She
was aware, she said, of problematic timelines in
that the permission process probably wouldn’t
be concluded before the hearing had been
concluded.
So down several Johannesburg blocks I
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fund’s investments stood at some R2,5m. By endDecember 2013, it had mushroomed to slightly over
R5,8m. This would be due partly to the performance
of investments, externally managed, and partly to a
significant increase in fund membership, suggesting
that there’d been an active recruitment drive.
An April 2004 report by Mostert and then
principal officer Pat Ngqola indicated that the fund’s
membership had increased from approximately
53 000 at the time of curatorship to 70 000: “It is
anticipated that the fund will continue to grow and
reach 80 000 (members) by 2005, if not sooner.
The growth of the fund is a clear indication that
confidence in the fund has been restored.”
Since then, it’s grown much more. In the five years
to 2014 that Mafa Dlamini was its principal officer,
he reckons that the number of members increased

traipsed, from 127 Fox Street to 28 Harrison
Street, where I was courteously received by
a lady in the CCMA legal department. There
was no such thing as an application form, she
told me, and therefore no way in which I could
apply for permission. Further, she elaborated,
the CCMA had no policy on the attendance of
media or the public at arbitration hearings.
Back at my desk, I lodged a complaint with
the CCMA against the commissioner. First, she
had given me an instruction that was incapable
of fulfilment. Second, she had effectively
prevented my attendance at the hearing.
A fortnight later, this response was received:
“Kindly be advised that the CCMA is in the
process of making a formal ruling on media
access to CCMA hearings.”
I can understand that CCMA conciliation and
mediation proceedings should be confidential,
but arbitration is different. The rules of
conduct for CCMA hearings, gazetted by the
Department of Labour in March, do provide for
confidentiality on conciliation and mediation. On
arbitration, however, the rules are silent.
My argument is that a reason for the CCMA
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from around 70 000 to 110 000. Notwithstanding his
efforts, Dlamini was then fired from his position by
the curator (see below).
The membership increase, coupled to the health
of assets under management that today are probably
in excess of R6bn, suggest that confidence has
been restored even further. Which makes it hard to
understand why the fund has not yet been released
from curatorship.

O

ver three years ago the FSB announced that it
was “looking towards the future of the fund and
in particular the normalisation of (its) governance”.
That must be taken to mean the replacement of the
curator by a board of trustees and the appointment
of a principal officer. Being a defined-benefit
umbrella fund, the board would need to comprise

having been established to hear arbitration
matters is for the parties to avert the greater
expense of litigation before the Labour
Court, a specialist division of the High Court.
Accordingly, the media and public should
have a right of access to CCMA arbitrations
– including attendance and sight of filed
documents – in the same way as in the Labour/
High Court.
Moreover, parties to CMMA arbitrations have
rights of review and appeal. This requires the
keeping of records. They automatically become
public, except in the unusual circumstance of a
judge specifically ordering otherwise, once the
matter is referred to a higher court. Keeping
them secret at the trial stage is therefore
inconsistent, and access to hearings equally
inconsistent, as between the High Court and the
CCMA.
At time of writing, it’s believed that a High
Court judgment on ‘open justice’ at CCMA
arbitrations is imminent. It concerns the dismissal
by the SA Revenue Service of a senior executive.
One party wants the hearing to be closed and
one wants it open.
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representatives of participating employers and fund
members in equal measure with the board entitled to
appoint the principal officer.
Why then is “normalisation” taking so long?
Participating employers and fund members,
predominantly Saccawu trade unionists, are owed an
explanation. It must come from the FSB.

Litigation lingers

Mafa Dlamini, principal officer of the Saccawu
fund from 2009 until 2014, wants his job back. He
claims to have been unfairly dismissed. The matter
is the subject of arbitration proceedings before
the Commission for Conciliation, Mediation &
Arbitration (see box).
An internal disciplinary inquiry, earlier this
year, found against him. Then there was an attempt
at conciliation. However, according to Dlamini,
the non-attendance of curator Tony Mostert at the
hearings (he’d sent a candidate attorney) rendered the
conciliation a non-starter. Thus now the arbitration.

B

eing heard by a commissioner, the unavailability
of Mostert on scheduled dates caused
proceedings to be postponed until October. Then
there were hearings over four days, sometimes
attended by Mostert. Because of his unavailability
for the rest this year, their continuation has been
postponed until next year.
The curator, presumably to appear or to have
appeared as a witness, is represented by an advocate
and an attorney. Dlamini is represented by an
attorney only. Until the commissioner makes an
award on costs, those of the former will have to
be borne by the fund and those of the latter by the
dismissed employee personally.

U

ntil the matter is concluded, it cannot be
guessed what costs award might be made.
Neither, given the uncertainty about public access,
can filed records be perused for publication. Nor
whether there can be media reporting on any
information that comes to hand.
What also remain secret are the charges and the

Dlamini . . . line of fire
defences; even the identities of the witnesses. Secrecy
probably extends additionally to the record of the
disciplinary inquiry. Only once the commissioner has
made a ruling, and there’s been a review or appeal
process (if any), will non-parties be able to take a
view on the substance of the dispute.
Meanwhile, costs mount.
The Financial Institutions (Protection of
Funds) Act places the curator under the control of
the Registrar. Explicitly given the right if not the
responsibility to intervene, implicitly FSB executive
officer Dube Tshidi has either not exercised this right
or has approved the continuing litigation.
It’s reasonable at this stage to call for the
Registrar’s accountability on his oversight function.
More than this, good cause should be shown for the
delay in appointment of a principal officer and an
end to the curatorship.
n
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A

s this TT edition was reaching its deadline
for editorial production, something
unusual happened. A report of Saccawu
fund curator Tony Mostert, dated 31 October
2015, was published on the Financial Services
Board website. In all the years of the fund’s
curatorship, it’s the first.
Apparently, according to Mostert, there are
cogent reasons for the curatorship to continue.
The reasons are for the FSB to accept or reject
because essentially they imply that the R6bn
fund remains incapable of putting together a
competent board i.e. honest trustees selected by
participating employers and elected by members
who meet with FSB approval.
Either this or the curatorship would have to
continue, with its attendant costs that the curator
considers to be in the interests of the fund. A
governance structure that’s “normalised”, to
use FSB parlance, should be better positioned to
make the calls and be accountable to the FSB for
them.
Not yet, says Mostert. In support, he
extensively cites a judgment in the North
Gauteng High Court which had directed that the
curatorship continue. It held: “No undertaking
was given or envisaged that (Saccawu) would
in future desist from attempts to influence the
trustees appointed by it to secure investment of
fund assets in a fashion that might expose the
fund to unusual risks, arising from the intention
to aid (Saccawu) rather than to advance the
interests of the fund’s members. On the contrary,
it is clear that Saccawu is of the opinion that it is
entitled to control the fund and to use the fund’s
assets to benefit itself.”
That was in 2012. Since then, Mostert
contends, the need ultimately to “wind down”
the activities of the curatorship towards successful
self-governance must be balanced against
the interests of all stakeholders (presumably
participating employers, Saccawu unionists and
members who don’t belong to Saccawu). The
frustration of the curatorship with particular
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regard to the litigation (against Saccawu
Investment Holdings), he says, demonstrates that
the interests of fund members are considered by
the union as secondary to those of the union.
“The reintroduction of the union into a
governing position should not be permitted,”
he urges. “The rules of the fund should be
amended to protect the members from the
union exercising its (sic) influence over the
fund.” So amend them then. But why? Aren’t
trustees, irrespective of who nominates or elects
them, obliged by law to act in the interests of
the fund alone?
Apart from the arbitration involving dismissed
principal officer Mafa Dlamini, there’s still
pending litigation against SIH (delayed for more
than five years by Saccawu’s “spoiling tactics”);
against Absa (a counter-claim for refund of
instalments paid), and against Merit Asset
Managers (to do with an “interlocutory issue”).
There’re additionally “various incidents of
fraud” that continue to be uncovered. Other
irregularities, he says, are also under investigation.
Mostert makes numerous recommendations
for bringing the fund out of curatorship.
Fundamental amongst them is succession
planning to ensure a smooth transition and the
pending litigation being concluded. He further
wants to “report on any role that (Saccawu)
should or should not have in the management
and control of the fund”.
On a brighter note, Saccawu won’t be
liquidated. Thanks to the approach by an
unnamed outside party, a settlement agreement
was reached with Mostert after the union had
been unable to conduct business due to its bank
account having been attached.
From the attached account, R4m was released
to the fund. This was followed by monthly
instalments of R500 000 (the report doesn’t say
from when) with a R5m lump-sum payment in
October.
It’s all been paid, leaving one mountain fewer
still to climb.
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ASSET MANAGEMENT

Matters
of size
Seems that the PIC is swinging its pendulum increasingly towards “emerging”
asset managers for alpha performance. There are two sides to this coin,
with pointers for pension funds in making selections.

I

n the developed world, the debate on whether
investment performance is affected for better or
worse by the size of the asset manager tends to be
academic. Larger and smaller managers fight it out
from their respective corners. Clients choose the side
they prefer to believe. Past performance, efficiency of
systems and service, and execution of mandates are
dominant criteria.
SA, part of the “emerging” world, is different. Into
the mix are added such “developmental” priorities as
transformation, black economic empowerment and
encouragement of entrepreneurship. These aren’t
luxury options for a social shine. They’re integral to
the legally-sanctioned Financial Sector Charter that
embraces all asset managers. They carry force. Comply
or lose.
Nowhere is this more apparent than in the 2015
annual report of the Public Investment Corporation.
Asset manager for the Government Employees
Pension Fund, which accounts for 89% of the PIC’s
R1,8 trillion in assets under management, it accelerates
the developmental processes on external asset
managers’ own businesses.
They compete robustly, and enviously, for slugs of
PIC appointments. In its latest report, the PIC doesn’t

identify those who’ve succeeded. But it’s clear that the
PIC has shifted its selection criteria. The higher that
an external manager ranks in its BEE compliance, the
better could be its chances of making the cut.
For instance, says the report, it must contribute
to enterprise development in the asset-management
sector both in listed and unlisted investments.
Increasingly, it is looking to support “emerging black
fund managers”. Note the “emerging” qualification, by
definition separating them from the larger and more
established managers that boast varying degrees of
blackness.

I

t also implies that BEE scorecard ratings, achieved
even at the higher levels by large managers, are in
themselves no longer sufficient. It doesn’t suggest that
they’re out of the running – they cannot be because
the investing of pension-fund monies requires the
capacity they bring to bear – but it does suggest that
the smaller black firms are being given a leg-up. In
the scramble, it wouldn’t be too surprising if some
consolidation of the smaller into larger is heralded.
So take head-on the contrasting views of asset
managers, one large and one small, on the pure
argument of whether size matters. First up is Sihle
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Lukhele . . . consider asset allocation
Lukehele of Foord Asset Management, one of the larger:
Investors and financial commentators frequently
differentiate between “big” and “small” asset managers.
This begs the question of what defines size. Once that
is answered, the question that follows is whether size
really matters.
First, consider the measure of “size”. Is it assets
under management? Is it the number of products or
funds? Is it the number of professional team members
managing the funds? Should a fund manager with a
single, huge fund be classified as “big”? Equally, should
a fund manager with many little funds be classified as
“big”? Does characterisation as a “boutique” equate to
“small”, or something else?
Industry convention is a default to “assets under
management” (AUM) as a proxy for size. This seems
as good or bad a measure as any. At the least, it is
objectively and relatively easily ascertained and
commonly understood. However, AUM is a measure
of neither complexity nor scalability. It also fails to
address the key issue of investment capacity.
The real question is whether size affects
performance. Academic research is inconclusive.
Some studies show a complete lack of any
correlation between size and performance (i.e. there

is no relationship between them); some show an
apparently more intuitive negative correlation (i.e. that
the greater a manager’s AUM, the worse its relative
performance); yet others show a positive correlation
(i.e. that performance improves with greater AUM).
These outcomes run the full gamut and don’t really aid
an investor’s manager-selection process.
The more relevant enquiry is the question of a
manager’s size relative to the investable universe.
Given the equity bias of most investment-management
operations, such analysis typically turns to the
manager’s size relative to the “free float” of the
predominant market exchange. The “free float”
refers to the value of all listed companies’ shares that
generally trade freely (i.e. that are not held for the
long-term by institutional shareholders).
Where a fund manager has a particularly large sum
of equity investments relative to the market free float,
it will be more difficult to invest or disinvest at the
right price at the right time. In contrast, a smaller fund
manager is inherently more capable of investing or
disinvesting beneficially and timelessly without undue
consequences.
The share market comprises both large blue-chip
companies as well as many smaller and mediumsized listed companies. A fund manager with
enormous AUM relative to free float might need to
acquire almost all of the available shares in a smallercapitalisation company to make the stake meaningful,
or risk the investment being so small in its portfolios
that the stake becomes meaningless. A fund manager
less encumbered by size can add smaller-capitalisation
companies to its portfolios in meaningful size lots.
This brings us to another critical consideration.
The effects of size must be viewed through the prism
of asset allocation.

I

t is well established that in multi-asset portfolios,
including notably Regulation 28-compliant
prudential portfolios, much of the performance is
derived from astute asset allocation. The ability to
invest in asset classes beyond only shares (including
cash, money markets, corporate and government
bonds, commodity securities, currencies and in
other jurisdictions) heavily mitigates the challenges
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associated with size.
Would a smaller asset manager disagree? Delphine
Govender, prominent in the Association of Black
Securities & Investment Professionals, heads Perpetua
Investment Managers. She puts it this way:
AUM as a collective is not the best proxy for size.
The real question is AUM per mandate or strategy.
A fund manager that has R400bn in AUM, with
75% in income assets and only 25% in domestic
equities, is smaller in terms of utilised equity capacity
against a R200bn AUM domestic equities-only
manager. The multi-asset class strategy by its nature
utilises a limited portion of the equity capacity of any
firm.
We agree that the relevant enquiry is the manager’s
size relative to the investable universe. However, we
do not believe that using percentage of free float is
the correct measure in the SA equities market. This is
primarily because a disproportionate amount of the
SA free float resides in a few large shares.
In fact, 10 shares account for nearly 60% of the
JSE’s All-Share Index capitalisation. Consider the chart
below. We have de-segmented the Alsi into batches
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Govender . . . bigger universe available
of 10 shares per segment, ranked by median market
capitalisation per segment. The median-market
capitalisation of the smallest 87 shares is below $1bn.
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Therefore, if a manager is too big in SA equities,
its ability to buy meaningful stakes in at least half the
market is mathematically restricted. Another way of
illustrating this is to ask: Given a manager’s equities
under management, how many shares can it own to at
least 2% of fund? Assuming that the most a manager
holds for each company is 20% of its issued capital:
(see graph above).

O

nce a manager is bigger than R100bn in SA
equities, the number of shares it can own to
at least 2% of fund falls to 100. Roughly 40% of
the universe would be too small. For example, the
10 largest range from PSG Konsult with a market
capitalisation of R9,90bn to Blue Label with R7,76bn.
Naturally, there are different permutations that
could make up a fund. So opportunities exist for
a large manager to buy a number of the smaller
companies. But the point remains that their stakes are
unlikely to be significant given the concentration of
the free float.
The size issue is therefore mainly relevant for a

genuinely active manager whose equity investment
objective is to deliver market-beating returns
over time; and who therefore will need to build a
sufficiently differentiated portfolio over time to deliver
differentiated returns.
This is not to be mistaken to mean that large fund
managers cannot add value. They can do so mostly
from the large shares. Mid and small managers have
the added advantage of being able to do add value
from smaller shares as well.
Ironically over the last few years, the return of the
JSE’s shareholder-weighted SWIX has actually come
from a few large shares. Thus the benefit of being a
more nimble manager has been masked.
The source of returns in terms of the size of
companies which deliver these returns varies over time.
So the ability for the genuinely active manager to extract
returns from across the market offers greater potential.
Smaller and mid-sized managers have a bigger
universe from which to select. They should be
sufficiently skilled to know when to use this additional
fire power.
n
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NEWSPAPERS

Brown hits the fan
Latest circulations show the PIC investment
to be curiouser and curiouser.

T

here’s nothing in the latest annual report of
the Public Investment Corporation to indicate
the extent of its exposure to Independent News
& Media SA, or on the performance of this investment.
But there’s plenty in the latest figures from Audit Bureau
of Circulations, swathed in red ink, to suggest that the
investment can’t be doing terribly well.
Only INMSA’s regional Zulu title Isolezwe is showing
growth. By contrast, the circulations of its Englishlanguage flagships – the major metropolitan daily and
weekly newspapers – are in accelerated decline. That’s
the indelible industry trend.
It was entirely predictable two years ago when the
PIC paid R500m for 25% of Iqbal Surve’s consortium
to purchase INMSA. The PIC has subsequently elected
not to divulge whether there is any further loan or other
exposure as these, it said, touched on the confidential
information of a private company (TT June-Aug).
In the PIC’s scheme of things, a half-billion rand here
and there is small beer. But it does say something about
PIC support for “developmental investments” that have
an effect, however tiny in themselves but not necessarily
when agglomerated, on annual increments to the benefits
of Government Employees Pension Fund members.
It also impacts, specifically and profoundly, on
competition within the newspaper industry. Established
titles are battling less to boost profitability than to
contain losses. The axe is being taken to newsrooms,

Surve . . . Karima calls
chopping editorial costs, with little regard to the
consequences for content. They trust in vain that
readers won’t notice and that advertisers will continue
to support ambitious rate cards.
Here, for INMSA and the PIC investment, a ray of
hope is articulated by INMSA group editorial director
Karima Brown. She argues that government should
place its advertisements in “balanced” newspapers that
give it a “fair hearing”, not those which are constantly
most critical of it. Simply put, switch to INMSA from
Times Media Group.
She appears to assume many things: like similar
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meanings for “balanced” and “supportive”; like
decisions being deflected without regard to reach and
rates; like a trade-off between editorial and advertising
without regard to credibility.
It does make sense for advertisers to avoid titles
hostile to their products. From there, however, it’s
a long stretch to allege that TMG papers don’t give
government/ANC a fair hearing, if not quite so supine
as sometimes in INMSA titles.
In any case, advertisements for public-sector jobs
are neutral to their environments. The commercial
upshot of Brown’s plea being heeded will be particularly
detrimental to the Sunday Times where once the
revenue from these ads roughly equated the newspaper’s
profit.
The more that critical titles diminish, the more SA
democracy diminishes. The PIC, which prides itself on
shareholder activism, is a sufficiently large in INMSA to
tell Brown and the public where it stands.
n
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Awards winner
NJMPF takes pride in the acknowledgements of
its service to members.
At the Natal Joint Municipal Pension/
KwaZulu-Natal Joint Municipal
Provident Funds (NJMPF), we
strive to help our members reach
their retirement goals. We do
this through prudent investment
strategies that have resulted in
strong investment performance in
recent years. The good investment
performance has resulted in
improved benefits for our members
and pensioners over the past five
years, for example:
• Our Superannuation Fund
benefits have improved by 78%.
This means we have been able
to provide pension increases
of 36.59% plus bonuses/13th
cheques of 41.65%;
• Our Retirement Fund benefits
have improved by 65% and
we have been able to give
pension increases of 39.97%
and bonuses/13th cheques of
24.99%.
• The NJMPF in 2015 provided
benefits totalling 22.73% to
pensioners, which consisted of
a 14.40% increase as well as a
13th cheque of 8.33%.
• Our Provident Fund is consistently
ranked in the top quartile
because of the good investment
performance.
This
makes
our Provident Fund one of
the country’s top investment
managers. In the Provident

Fund, if you had invested an
amount of R1m in the year 2000,
your investment earnings would
have increased significantly by
eightfold, to be worth more
than R 8.5m (after costs) in the
year 2015.
We want to better the lives
of our members and provide
them with dignity during their
retirement years. Our mission is to
serve the best interests of members
by ensuring a high standard of
retirement funding services and to
provide financial security.
Our AAA score with the Institute
of Directors and clean audit reports
from the Auditor-General for more
than a decade are testimony to
our dedication to sound financial
and
administration
systems.
The NJMPF’s good governance
and clean audits build trust and
confidence.
The Fund also invests resources into
educating members on financial
literacy. Over the years we have
been able to collaborate with a
variety of institutions, including
the Financial Services Board, with
the idea of enhancing the level
of financial knowledge for our
stakeholders. We aim to promote
financial literacy education as part
of the national campaign.
Due to these sound financial

practices, the Fund has received
multiple
recognitions
from
retirement fund institutions, such
as the Institute of Retirement Funds
Africa (IRFA), in the following
areas:
• Communications awards in
2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015;
• Trophy/Industry winner for
Investment Performance and
Merit Certificate for SRI and ESG
in 2014;
• Trophy/Industry winner for
excellence in Trustee Development
from the IRFA in 2015;
• Merit certificate for Trustee
Training at nomination stage
from the IRFA in 2015;
• Merit certificate for Treating
Customers Fairly: Internal Training
from IRFA in 2015;
• Merit certificate for Excellence
in Alignment of Previously
Disadvantaged Fund to the
Previously Advantaged Fund in
2015; and
• Legal and Technical Compliance
awards from the IRFA in 2013
and 2014.
In 2015 we also received awards
from the Batseta Council of
Retirement Funds in the following
categories:
• Trophy/Industry winner for
Financial Control; and
• Trophy/Industry winner for
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Knowledge
Understanding.

and

The NJMPF was declared the
winner of the “African Pension
Fund Initiative of the Year” at the
prestigious Africa Investor Capital
Market Index Series Awards held in
New York.
These awards are based on the
Africa Investor Index Series. They
are designed to recognise Africa’s
best-performing stock exchanges,
listed
companies,
investment
banks, research teams, regulators,
socially responsible companies
and fund managers. The awards
were presented at the leading
international
investment
and
communications
group
Africa
Investor Summit during September
2015, a unique African Capital
Markets event.
It is truly a great achievement for
KwaZulu-Natal and South Africa for

Cheryl Ward (COO), Sam Camilleri (CEO),
Bongi Mkhize (CFO)

the NJMPF to have been selected
as the success story to showcase to
the global investment community.
The Fund was among excellent
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company: some of the supporting
partners for the event include the
New York Stock Exchange, World
Bank, Thompson Reuters, Office of
the Special Advisor on Africa and
the World Pension Council. Also
in attendance were the African
presidents, leaders and delegates
at the United Nations Summit,
70th Session, in New York this year.
The Fund has been in existence
for more than 70 years. Such
experience and knowledge have
put the Fund a step ahead in
delivering good service to its
members. Although the awards
are a good indicator of the NJMPF’s
performance, it is rewarding when
this performance is translated into
real benefits for members.
The NJMPF will continue to strive
for best practices in the retirement
industry as we acknowledge that a
pension fund has the responsibility
to safeguard members’ futures.

SHORT LEARNING PROGRAMMES
Application for a student number is not required for the following programmes. A student number will be allocated at registration.

Admission Requirement:

Short Course in Retirement Fund
Management for Trustees
NQF5
Admission Requirement:
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Continuity Management
NQF5
Admission Requirement:
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National Senior Certificate
(NQF4 or higher)

National Senior Certificate

For more information contact:
Mr Johan van Huyssteen at
vhuysj@unisa.ac.za

For more information contact:
Mr Coert Erasmus at
erasmcf@unisa.ac.za

For more information contact:
Mr Johan van Huyssteen at
vhuysj@unisa.ac.za

*Contact IISA for membership criteria
General Enquiries:
Tel: 012 352 4170 / 4383
Fax to email: 086 225 4796
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Website: www.unisa.ac.za/pins
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RHODES CAMPAIGN

Ignorance on display
When high-profile student protesters seek to attack
high-profile university personalities, they should first
try to understand what they’re talking about.

A

s it started, by targeting the legacy of one
dead white male, the ‘Rhodes Must Fall’
campaign claimed morality. As it progresses,
by targeting the activity of two living white males, the
rump of campaigners cannot claim credibility. Members
of a university as distinguished as UCT might have been
expected to prefer substance over sloganeering.
Clearly, however, the campaigners either ignore or are
ignorant of how pension funds operate. To accuse UCT
councillors Ian Farlam and Max Price of having “blood
on their hands” is nonsensical, whether or not they were
trustees of the university’s independently-run fund when
it approved the investment in Lonmin. Some basics:
u The board of a pension fund comprises trustees,
half of whom are nominated by the employer and
half by fund members. In this case, the members
would be UCT employees. They’re entitled and
encouraged to vote for trustees who, in their view,
will best serve their interests. The board as a whole
informs the fund’s investment strategy which
is obliged (under Regulation 28 of the Pension
Funds Act) to include environmental, social and
governance (ESG) criteria in making investment
decisions;
u If the trustee board fails to consider ESG criteria, it

fails in its fiduciary and legal duties. But trustees can
hardly be expected to have anticipated a Marikana
outcome any more than they could be expected to
anticipate the movement in a share price;
u Lonmin has been punished by a fall of over 80% in
its share price since Marikana. Thus the members
of pension funds invested in Lonmin have been
punished accordingly. Arguably, it would be
counter-productive to disinvest from Lonmin at the
share’s bottom price (and so to converting a paper
loss to a capital loss, also denying the receipt of
dividends likely to improve as the commodities cycle
improves). Moreover, unless noise is a factor for
consideration, it would be inconsistent to single out
Lonmin as the sole company for disinvestment on
grounds of relative ESG non-compliance;
u A fund is obliged to formulate an investmentpolicy statement. It is entitled to set out standards
for “ethical” investment. For instance, it can adopt
a policy of “negative screening” so that its asset
manager may not invest in say tobacco. But here too
lies a problem. One of the best performers on the
JSE, and invariably included in prudent portfolios
by virtue of its large market capitalisation, is British
American Tobacco. To have excluded it (impossible
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anyway where a fund partially uses passiveinvestment strategies) would have been ultimately to
the detriment of fund members’ retirement benefits.
Members can vote, if they want, for trustees who
stand for a reduction in ultimate benefits;
u A rough-and-ready way for trustees to check
on ESG compliance is through the JSE’s Socially
Responsible Investment index. As at end-November
2014, when it was last updated, Lonmin was on this
SRI index. Further, at the time of assessing Lonmin,
trustees might have been further comforted by
assuming that Cyril Ramaphosa (then a director on
Lonmin’s main board) was promoting ESG issues;
u Should a fund adopt “negative screening”, it might
not be left with an abundance of investment choices.
There are 82 constituents of the JSE SRI index, most
of them companies with large market capitalisations
and thus appropriate for pension funds. It’s possible
to pick ESG holes in probably all of them, such as a
bank which grants loans to a company using fossil
fuels;
u Once on the road to ESG purity, there’s no end in
sight. Commonly employed as the practical
alternative to disinvestment is for pension funds
(usually through their asset managers) to engage
with investee companies so that they’re brought
to higher standards of ESG compliance. They also
have the sanction of voting at shareholder meetings,
oversight of executive remuneration being a case in
point;
u Any pension fund invested in Lonmin is in
persuasive company. The Government Employees
Pension Fund, perhaps the most prominent of
active shareholders through the Public Investment
Corporation as its asset manager, holds Lonmin
shares. Similarly, at last count an array of trade
unions’ funds (the Mineworkers Provident Fund
being one) held stakes in various gold, coal and
platinum miners including Lonmin;
u Because pension funds are long-term investors, and

Trustees shouldn’t fall too
particularly given the JSE’s relatively small universe
of investable shares, an activist approach is
preferable to jumping from one share to another on
short-term disapproval of company behaviour.
That said, the pension-fund system as it functions has
glaring defects. Amongst them:
u It’s been almost two decades since, at the behest of
Cosatu, the Pension Funds Act was amended to
allow for 50/50 employer/member representation
on funds’ boards. Since then, there’s been a paucity
of members to stand for election as trustees and
turnouts at elections are usually pitiful. Worse,
surveys reveal that most members don’t even know
or care to know who are the trustees of their funds;
u The competence of trustees is often patchy. They’re
commonly elected on grounds of popularity, not
skill, and are none-the-wiser in the formulation of
investment mandates;
u There is no requirement that members be
informed, or even be made aware, of the companies
in which their pension funds are invested. Were it
otherwise, they might be less inclined to go on strike
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against these companies and rather to take their
disputes as shareholders into company boardrooms.
It’s paradoxical that trade unions rarely walk through
the door that they themselves have opened.

T

he residue of campaigners for ‘Rhodes Must
Fall’ are preening themselves on hindsight being
a perfect science, notably when they focus on one
shareholding in one fund at one time. If trustees of the
UCT fund have “blood on their hands” because of the
investment in Lonmin, then so too must all trustees of
all pension funds similarly invested.
And so also must the fund members who, having
neither stood for election as trustees nor voted in trustee
elections, now shout from the sidelines at those with
lesser inertia. To be a trustee requires sacrifices in time
and dedication in effort, with minimal or no financial
recompense, but facing personal liability nonetheless.
At present, there are over 3 500 active funds with

each having a minimum of four trustees representing
a total of more than eight million members. Pension
funds are the largest single category of investors in
JSE-listed companies. The scope for fund members
to instigate programmes of shareholder activism is
therefore formidable.
If only the remaining ‘Rhodes Must Fall’
campaigners realised it, they wouldn’t be barking
up the wrong tree. Presuming that they are indeed
members of the UCT fund, not exclusively students
purportedly concerned for the reputation of UCT but
whose publicity quest damages it, they should rather
be looking to themselves at rights they’ve neglected to
exercise.
Let them explain why.
n
• This article, by TT editorial director Allan Greenblo,
was originally commissioned by the GroundUp news/
opinion service and published in various media.
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ALTERNATIVE ASSETS

Healthy
performance
Now a well-developed and sophisticated industry, Erika van der Merwe*
believes that private equity provides rewarding returns
for a range of investors and benefits for the broader economy.

T

he SA private-equity industry has
demonstrated impressive growth. Funds
under management have increased from
R39bn at end-2003 to R171bn at end-2014.
The typical third-party investors in private equity
include pension funds, endowments, developmentfinance institutions, sovereign-wealth funds, life
offices, fund of funds and high net-worth individuals.
These investors see private equity as a vital element
in their investment mix, enabling them to diversify
an institutional portfolio while delivering superior
returns.
There is growing and significant interest from the
public sector in this long-term alternative asset class.
For instance, the Government Employees Pension
Fund has become a major investor.
In SA, government private equity investment
assets have grown from a fledgling R5bn to R66bn
during the eleven years to 2014. The most recent
level of private-equity activity by government-owned
entities represents 39% of total SA private-equity
assets under management. Government is now

The range of privateequity funds on offer to
institutional investors
should satisfy the
requirements of a broad
range of investment
mandates.
matching allocations from the private independents.
One of the most prominent regulatory changes
in recent years is the amended Regulation 28 of the
Pension Funds Act. It allows SA pension funds to
invest up to 10% of contributions in private equity, an
increase from 2,5% prior to 2012. This change aligns
SA with practice in many developed markets where
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institutional investors are experienced allocators to
private equity. In time, local pension funds will begin
to shift their investment focus accordingly.
The range of private-equity funds on offer to
institutional investors should satisfy the requirements
of a broad range of investment mandates. There
are fund managers with a generalist focus who
invest across the industry spectrum. And there are
fund managers with specialist focus who variously
concentrate, for instance, on infrastructure assets,
impact investing, smaller enterprises or specific
geographies.
Private equity contrasts with traditional listedequity investing. It requires a unique investment
philosophy and tolerance. Investors in private equity
are committed for the long term, generally a 10-year
period. After the fundraising is complete, the privateequity fund managers typically have five years in
which to deploy the funds through the purchase of
businesses for the private equity portfolio.
The serious work continues as private-equity
fund managers devote time and resources to handson management of these underlying portfolio
companies. The objective is to create more vibrant,
sustainable and profitable businesses from which
capital returns can be generated.
Returns from SA private equity reflect consistent
success. The most recent RisCura-SAVCA Private
Equity Quarterly Performance Survey – which covers
activity up to the first quarter of 2015 – shows that
over a 10-year period the annualised internal rate of
return for SA private equity was 20,5% in comparison
to the return from the JSE All-Share Index of 18,1%.
While private equity undoubtedly is a profitable
asset class for investors, its influence goes beyond
the return metrics. Private equity is a force for good.
It has a far-reaching impact on broad variables such
as economic growth and employment. It fosters
sustainable growth and efficiencies in the underlying
portfolio companies.
Also, the SAVCA-DBSA Economic Impact Study
2014 – which surveyed private equity portfolio
companies – shows that the industry drives good
corporate governance. It further supports the
capital expenditure and expansion plans of portfolio
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Van der Merwe . . . spurred by Reg 28
companies, facilitates innovation, drives black
economic empowerment and leads to increased
employment during the private-equity partnership.
Now an established and dynamic industry
in SA, it has plenty of scope for growth. Foreign
institutional investors are increasingly looking to
SA private equity to boost their investment returns.
More than this, we’re seeing an expansion in
geographic investment mandates to include direct
investment into the rest of Africa as well as a trend
of encouraging portfolio companies to develop their
operations into the continent.
n
* Van der Merwe is chief executive of the Southern
Africa Venture Capital & Private Equity Association
(SAVCA), the industry body representing approx
R170bn in assets under management.
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COMPANY REPORTS

Benefits for
pension funds
Properly formulated and perused, Sven Lunsche* says that integrated
reports should be of great value to trustees wanting to evaluate
long-term performance of investee companies.

P

ension and other retirement funds
traditionally have long-term investment
horizons as they face the challenge of funding
liabilities many decades ahead. Regulation 28 of the
Pension Funds Act outlines a trustee’s fiduciary duty
to “give appropriate consideration to any factor which
may materially affect the long-term performance of a
fund’s assets, including factors of an environmental,
social and governance character”.
Tony Manwaring, the then chief executive of the
Centre for Tomorrow’s Company, explained in 2013
that pension fund trustees should be good stewards
by supporting companies that create value over
the long term: “They need to understand value as
integrating a number of factors over the long-term.
The challenge is how to embed environmental, social
and governance factors and other considerations into a
new mainstream view.”
The tricky part is how the funds’ trustees can
find the corporate information that enables them to
evaluate the possible long-term performance of the
companies in which they invest. This is where the
Integrated Reporting Committee (IRC) of SA and the

International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC),
both chaired by SA’s corporate governance doyen
Mervyn King, come in. He believes that it is integrated
reporting which enables investors to make investment
decisions with greater confidence and over longer time
horizons.
Since its inception in 2010, the IIRC has sought
to establish a framework for integrated reporting,
with the purpose of establishing guiding principles
and content elements that govern the content of
an integrated report. This work came to fruition in
December 2013 when the IIRC formally released
the International Integrated Reporting Framework
(Framework). The Framework was endorsed by the
IRC SA in March 2014 as guidance on good practice in
how to prepare an integrated report.
The Framework defines an integrated report as “a
concise communication about how an organization’s
strategy, governance, performance and prospects, in
the context of its external environment, lead to the
creation of value over the short, medium and long
term”. In other words, it’s a report that should tell the
organisation’s value-creation story in a clear, concise
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and understandable way.
A difference to the traditional interpretation
of value is that in integrated reporting value is not
created by the company alone, but is influenced
by the external environment, the relationships
with stakeholders as well as the resources used and
impacted. As such, “value” is a lot more than the
financial performance usually reported by companies.
It is clear that the traditional understanding of
value is no longer sufficient for most companies. New
pressures and general global volatility signify that it
is necessary to consider a longer-term and expanded
view of value.

I

ntertwined with value creation in the Framework
is the concept of six capitals. They seek to assist
a company in identifying all the resources and
relationships it uses and impacts in creating longerterm value. The six capitals, as defined by the
Framework, are:
u Financial capital e.g. shareholder equity and funds
raised by issuing bonds;
u Manufactured capital e.g. equipment and public
infrastructure;
u Intellectual capital e.g. technology, patents, research
and development, and the organisation’s internal
systems, procedures and protocols;
u Human capital e.g. people’s skills and experience;
u Social and relationship capital e.g. key stakeholder
relationships, brands and reputation, as well as
community involvement;
u Natural capital e.g. water, land, and minerals.
While the Framework says the primary purpose
of an integrated report is to explain to providers
of financial capital how a company creates value
over time, information contained in an integrated
report benefits all stakeholders with an interest in
the company’s ability to create value. These include
employees, customers, suppliers, business partners,
local communities, legislators, regulators and policymakers.
In summary, integrated reporting should present
information that is material to how the company
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creates value over time. The IIRC on its website
(www.integratedreporting.org) states that integrated
reporting “is not just reporting on unconnected
information about a range of factors without context,
but presenting one clear, concise integrated story that
investors are able to use to understand the strategy and
resources of that company for creating value”.

S

A companies have for the past five or six years
been preparing integrated reports after the the
King III Code recommended integrated reporting
and the Johannesburg Stock Exchange included it
as a guidance in its Listings Requirements; listed
companies need to publish an integrated report or
publicly explain why they are not doing so.
Most of the JSE top 100 companies, many smaller
listed companies and some of the larger state-owned
companies prepare integrated reports. Many of
the SA reports are highly respected and are viewed
globally as leaders in this field. Indeed, a number of
SA companies – among them Anglogold Ashanti,
Sasol, Gold Fields and Eskom - were among the pilot
companies in development of the Framework.
Pressure to report in an integrated way is not
only coming from corporate governance standards
and regulators but also, increasingly, from investors.
Currently, many investor-led initiatives – such as
the Dow Jones Sustainability Index and the Carbon
Disclosure Project, the UN Principles for Responsible
Investing - are espousing ideas that will lead to
improvements in corporate governance and encourage
long-term investment.
Pension fund trustees should be able to use
integrated reports to gauge whether the companies in
which they invest are in a position to create longerterm value not only for themselves but also for the
stakeholders on which they impact. If these companies
are not doing so, trustees should be holding them
to account and calling for integrated reports of high
quality.
n
* Lunsche is vice president for corporate affairs
at Gold Fields and a member of the SA Integrated
Reporting Committee working group.
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GRAVY
I

put the following questions to
SARS:
A few years ago I bought a house,
as my own residential property to
be used by myself and my family, for
R3m. A few years later the company
that employs me – I happen to be its
executive chairman – spent R30m on
improvements to it.
Is the R30m tax free or am I liable
for tax at my maximum marginal
rate? What are the consequences if I
haven’t declared the R30m as deemed
income?
In the unlikely event that I
get answers from SARS, my next
question will be whether the same
law applies to all taxpayers.

uuuuu
alking about the President,
who isn’t too keen on the Public
Protector, his attitude towards her
is reminiscent of the retort by Stalin
when it was suggested to him that
the support of the Pope be enlisted to
fight the Nazis.
“How many legions has he got?”
asked the master bully.

T

uuuuu
iven this windfall, watch for
strengthened competition
in the multi-manager space. In
particular, watch for developments at
Discovery.

G

uuuuu
n the old apartheid dispensation,
a Cape Town businessman
classified as ‘Coloured’ told his
accountant (classified ‘White’) that
uuuuu
n its corporate governance
he wouldn’t pay tax for so long as
statement, the newly-listed Sygnia he was a second-class citizen. Come
financial services group makes much the demise of apartheid and the
play of its compliance with corporate accountant called the businessman
governance “principals”.
to say that he no longer had an
The start would have had more
excuse for not paying tax.
polish – no, not Polish – had it
“On the contrary,” responded
known how to spell the word.
the businessman. “We’re now both
uuuuu
o long as government scratches
second-class citizens.”
n
for money, which will be long
uuuuu
e that as it may, the Sygnia
indeed, it will be looking for new
pre-listing statement shows
revenue sources (like a prescribedassets imposition on pension funds, the 2015 remuneration of wellphotographed executive Magda
not for infrastructure investment
Wierzycka (she of the long blonde
but to fund current expenditures)
and new taxes (like a wealth tax, not hair) at a relatively modest R3,9m
inclusive of a R900k bonus. But
to “reduce inequalities” but to fund
modesty tells only part of the story.
current expenditures).
Magda beneficially owns 84,6%
Better to ensure first of all that
of Sygnia. On the group’s JSE listing
what’s already owed is promptly
in October, the value of her shares
paid; like Nkandla, whose owner
(and the public) will get no rest until stood at over R1,4bn. She should
it is. The local government elections worry if it makes multi-manager
rivals turn grey.
are upon us....
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We know
how low-cost
investing can
cost even less.
LIBERTY CORPORATE introduces the lowest
cost retirement fund passive in SA, with
a zero-tracking error, at no extra cost.

If you’re going to use passives to lower the investment costs on your retirement fund,
shouldn’t you be using the one with the lowest costs in the country? Get the Liberty advantage,
call 0860 222 322, visit www.libertycorporate.co.za, or speak to your adviser or broker.
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IS THE ONLY
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